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Abstract
Notation for spin coefficients for metrics of neutral signature in four dimensions is introduced. The utility
and interpretation of spin coefficients is explored through themes in null geometry familiar from (complex)
general relativity. Four-dimensional Walker geometry is exploited to provide examples and the generalization
of the real neutral version of Pleban´ski’s second heavenly equation to certain Walker geometries given in [P.R.
Law, Y. Matsushita, A Spinor Approach to Walker Geometry, Comm. Math. Phys. 282 (2008) 577–623] is
extended further.
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1. Introduction
Anticipating the value of spinors in the study of four-dimensional neutral geometry, I presented in [16] the
algebraic classification of the Weyl curvature spinors for neutral metrics in four dimensions, complementing
the Petrov-like classification of the Weyl curvature tensor already given in [15] (see also [5], §§39 - 40, and [24],
§18). A spinor approach has proven very natural in describing four-dimensional Walker geometry, see [17].
Much of the two-component spinor formalism expounded in [22] carries over with only obvious modifications
to the case of neutral signature. In fact, the spinor formalism appropriate for neutral signature is best
regarded as a real version of the spinor formalism for complex space-times and in large part can be formally
obtained by complexifying the Lorentzian spinor theory and then regarding all objects as real valued. See
[16], however, for a brief exposition of the Clifford algebra background to the two-component spinor formalism
for neutral signature and some spinor algebra and [17], Appendix 2, for the spinor form of curvature.
A few elements of the spinor formalism for neutral signature, however, require explicit treatment. One
prominent well known example arises from the fact that the Hodge star operator on Λ2(R2,2) is involutary
rather than a complex structure as it is on Λ2(R1,3) and thus the spinor representation of duality of two-
forms in the neutral case differs appropriately from that in the Lorentz case. Another example arises from
the fact that the priming operation of [22], (4.5.17), cannot be applied in the neutral case since the spin
spaces are R-linear spaces. Thus, a modified priming operation must be introduced in the neutral case with
consequent modifications of the notation for the spin coefficients. In this paper, I specify an appropriate
priming operation, introduce notation for the spin coefficients, and detail the subsequent equations for
future reference. Through familiar themes in (complex) general relativity (GR), I exploit null geometry
to explore the utility and interpretation of spin coefficients in four-dimensional neutral geometry. I treat
Walker geometry in some detail. In particular, the generalization of the real neutral version of Pleban´ski’s
[25] second heavenly equation to certain Walker geometries given in [17] is extended further.
An important notational device in the neutral case is the use of a tilde in place of complex conjugation
in the Lorentz case. For each complex conjugate pair of objects in the Lorentzian case, e.g., ΨABCD and
ΨA′B′C′D′ , denote the neutral analogue of the conjugated object by replacing the bar by a tilde, obtaining
for example ΨABCD and Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ respectively. Similarly, for each equation in the Lorentzian case, say
(∗), one can take the complex conjugate to obtain another equation (which may or may not actually be an
independent equation): (∗). Instead of taking the complex conjugate of (∗) itself, (∗) may also be obtained
by taking the complex conjugate of each step in the derivation of (∗). With the notational convention
regarding the use of tilde in the neutral case, it follows that if (†) is the neutral analogue of (∗) (obtained
by modifying appropriately the derivation of (∗) for neutral signature), the neutral analogue of (∗) will be
a tilde version of (†) (obtained by replacing complex conjugation in (∗) by tildes but also performing the
modifications necessary to obtain (†) from (∗)). In this manner, one establishes a formal analogy between
the use of the tilde notation in the neutral case with the operation of complex conjugation in the Lorentz
case. The notational efficiency of this convention is obvious: one can ‘apply’ tilde to equations in the neutral
case to obtain valid equations even though tilde is not an operation on spinors per se. Indeed, one should
not be tempted to view tilde as an operation with geometric content; tilde is a purely notational convention
of utility.
One further advantage of the tilde notation beyond its utility within the neutral signature case is that
it makes the notation in the neutral case compatible with that in the Lorentz case under complexification
of each. This observation may in fact be taken as a guiding principle for the employment of tilde and also
suggests that the priming notation employed in [22] would be better replaced by that employed in the neutral
case for consistency under complexification.
Throughout this paper, (M, g) denotes a four-dimensional manifold M equipped with a metric g of
neutral signature. I employ the abstract index notation of [22]. The spinor results given subsequently may
be taken to apply locally on (M, g) and globally when (M, g) admits a spinor structure, i.e., when (M, g)
admits a reduction of the frame bundle to the identity component SO+(2,2) and the second Stiefel-Whitney
class of the tangent bundle vanishes.
2. Spin Coefficients
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At least locally, i.e., on suitable open subsets U ofM , one can construct bundles SU and S
′
U of unprimed
and primed spinors respectively. These bundles are both real vector bundles with fibres isomorphic to R2
but they are independent of each other. Moreover, TU ∼= SU ⊗ S′U . Following the argument of [22] §4.4, the
Levi-Civita connection ∇a of g induces a connection D on SU (i.e., an operator D : Γ(SU )→ Γ(SU ⊗ T•U)
with the usual properties, where T•U is the cotangent bundle over U) which is uniquely characterized by
the condition DǫAB = 0 (where D is extended in the usual manner to tensor products of SU ). Similarly, ∇a
induces a connection D′ on S′U which is uniquely characterized by the requirement that D
′ǫA′B′ = 0. In the
Lorentz case, the fact both are induced from ∇a and that S′ is the complex conjugate of S is manifested by
a relationship between the induced connections involving complex conjugation (with α ∈ SU , D′(α) = Dα);
there is no analogue in the neutral case due to the independence of S and S′. Nevertheless, as both are
induced from ∇a, both may be denoted by the same symbol ∇AA′ , which is also employed interchangeably
with ∇a, and this notation also refers to the induced connections on the tensor products of SU and S′U .
Let {ǫAA} = {oA, ιA} be a frame field for SU and {ǫA′A′} = {oA′ , ιA′} a frame field for S′U (if one
needs to distinguish the latter from the former without indices attached, place tildes over the symbols of the
latter) with dual frames {ǫAA} = {−χ−1ιA, χ−1oA} and {ǫA′A′} = {−χ˜−1ιA′ , χ˜−1oA′}, respectively, where
ǫABǫ0
Aǫ1
B =: χ ǫA′B′ǫ0′
A′ǫ1′
B′ =: χ˜. (2.1)
As in [22] §4.5, one defines
γAA′C
B := ǫA
AǫA′
A′ǫE
B∇AA′ǫCE , (2.2.a)
but
γ˜AA′C′
B′ := ǫA
AǫA′
A′ǫE′
B′∇AA′ǫC′E
′
(2.2.b)
in place of [22] (4.5.3). With γ˜AA′C′
B′ replacing γAA′C′
B′ , the expression of covariant derivatives of spinor
fields in terms of γAA′C
B and γ˜AA′C′
B′ is as in [22] §4.5.
The spin coefficients are just symbols for the various γAA′C
B and γ˜AA′C′
B′ , of which there are 16 each,
giving 32 independent real-valued quantities. Following [22], I introduce a priming operation which makes
the notation more efficient.
2.3 The Priming Operation
The priming operation utilized by [22] (4.5.17) is inapplicable in the neutral case, so define
I : {oA, ιA} 7→ {−ιA, oA}, (2.3.1)
which preserves χ and is anti-involutary (I2 = −1), i.e., induces an anti-involutary symplectomorphism of
(S, ǫAB). The induced operation on the dual basis is
{−χ−1ιA, χ−1oA} 7→ {−χ−1oA,−χ−1ιA}. (2.3.2)
If one defines the analogous operation (I˜) for frames of S′, then I and I˜ together induce, for the associated
null tetrad
ℓa := oAoA
′
m˜a := ιAoA
′
na := ιAιA
′
ma := oAιA
′
(2.3.3)
the transformation
(ℓ)′ = n (n)′ = ℓ (m)′ = −m˜ (m˜)′ = −m, (2.3.4)
which differs from [22], (4.5.18). Of course, the choice of I (and I˜) is neither unique nor canonical, merely
convenient. One could choose instead −I, for example, but as long as one also then chooses −I˜, (2.3.4) is
left unchanged. The choice for S does not of course determine that for S′, convenience is the only guide.
But in order for the priming operation to ‘commute’ with the tilde notation on the spin spaces themselves,
one must choose both I or both −I as the priming operation on the spin spaces. These choices are, also, the
only ones yielding transformations of the null tetrad as simple as (2.3.4), i.e., merely interchanging, up to
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sign, the elements of the null tetrad. Therefore, I take the priming operation in the neutral case to be the
pair I and I˜ so (2.3.1–4) are valid.
Under a (passive) replacement of a basis by its image under I (I˜), the components of a spinor with
respect to the transformed basis are simply related to the components with respect to the initial basis. One
can describe the transformation of components by a prime notation as follows. First note that each member
of the basis is replaced by the other up to sign. Define
[A] =
{
0,
1,
iff A =
{
1,
0,
.
Since I and I˜ act in the same manner, it suffices to consider a spinor with unprimed indices to illustrate:
ξA...CL...N = ξ
A...C
L...NǫA
A . . . ǫC
CǫL
L . . . ǫN
N
= (−1)pξA...CL...NI
(
ǫ[A]
A
)
. . . I
(
ǫ[C]
C
)
I
(
ǫL
[L]
)
. . . I
(
ǫN
[N]
)
= (−1)pξA...CL...N(ǫ′)[A]A . . . (ǫ′)[C]C(ǫ′)L[L] . . . (ǫ′)N [N]
where (ǫ′)A
A := I
(
ǫA
A
)
and p is the number of 1’s amongst A, . . . ,C,L, . . . ,N, hence
ξ′[A]...[C][L]...[N] = (−1)pξA...CL...N.
Since I2 = −1, the square of the priming operation replaces components of odd rank spinors by their
negatives and leaves components of even rank spinors unchanged.
In particular, for the spinor connection symbols, for which there are four indices, there is an odd number
of 1’s (primed and unprimed) iff there is an odd number of 0’s (primed and unprimed). Thus, under the
priming operation, one includes a negative sign iff there is an odd number of 1’s (equivalently, an odd number
of 0’s) irrespective of whether the index is primed or not. For example,
γ10′1
0 = ǫ1
Aǫ0′
A′ǫE
0∇AA′ǫ1E
= −I(ǫ0A)I(ǫ1′A
′
)I(ǫE
1′)∇AA′(−I(ǫ0′E))
= −(ǫ′)0A(ǫ′)1′A
′
(ǫ′)E
1∇AA′(−(ǫ′)0E)
= γ′01′0
1.
The spin coefficients are unchanged under the square of the priming operation.
One may therefore introduce the notation
γAA′B
C =:
A A′ B
C
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
00′ ǫ κ −τ ′ γ′
10′ α ρ σ′ −β′
01′ β σ ρ′ −α′
11′ γ τ −κ′ ǫ′
(2.4)
This notation differs from [22], (4.5.16), due to the different priming operation and, because this differ-
ence is unavoidable, I have also taken the liberty to dispense with the negative signs in the second column
of [22], (4.5.16) (admitted as unfortunate in [22], p. 226).
Since ∇a independently induces connections on SM and S′M , (2.4) itself imposes no constraints on how
one denotes the γ˜AA′C′
B′ . There is of course the constraint imposed by the decision to employ the priming
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notation and the particular choice I˜. Thus, at first thought, the spin coefficients arising from the action
of ∇a on S′ might best be denoted exactly as in (2.4), only with tildes over them. This choice, however,
does not actually reflect the tilde convention introduced in §1. To follow that protocol suggests introducing
notation which parallels the Lorentzian case. I emphasize that this choice is purely one of utility but has
the advantages described in §1. The γ˜AA′B′C′ are of course entirely independent of the γAA′CB.
Hence, define
γ˜AA′B′
C′ =:
A A′ B′
C′
0′
0′
0′
1′
1′
0′
1′
1′
00′ ǫ˜ κ˜ −τ˜ ′ γ˜′
10′ β˜ σ˜ ρ˜′ −α˜′
01′ α˜ ρ˜ σ˜′ −β˜′
11′ γ˜ τ˜ −κ˜′ ǫ˜′
(2.5)
Now define
D := ℓa∇a = oAoA
′∇AA′ D′ := na∇a = ιAιA
′∇AA′ (2.6)δ := ma∇a = oAιA
′∇AA′ △ := m˜a∇a = ιAoA
′∇AA′ .
Note that while the priming operation (2.3) does interchangeD and D′, it switches δ and −△ (i.e., △ = −δ′).
For this reason, in the neutral case it makes sense to have an independent notation for m˜a∇a, reflecting the
fact that m˜a is of course not determined by ma.
With the notation for spin coefficients now set, it is a simple matter to transcribe relevant equations
from [22], Ch. 4, to their neutral analogues. In brief, in any equation involving spin coefficients in [22], one
need only replace κ, ρ, σ, τ , σ′, ρ′, α′ and β′ by their negatives (and likewise for the tilde versions of these
quantities), replace each occurrence of δ′ in [22] by △, and take any other independent steps which might
be necessary to pass to the neutral analogue. Nevertheless, it will be useful to record here once and for all
the important equations from [22], §§4.5, 4.11, & 4.13 in the form they take in the neutral context.
From the definitions (2.2), and then expressing the right-hand-side in terms of the null tetrad rather
than the spin bases,
ǫ κ −τ ′ γ′
α ρ σ′ −β′
β σ ρ′ −α′
γ τ −κ′ ǫ′
= χ−1 ×
−ιBDoB oBDoB −ιBDιB oBDιB
−ιB△oB oB△oB −ιB△ιB oB△ιB
−ιBδoB oBδoB −ιBδιB oBδιB
−ιBD′oB oBD′oB −ιBD′ιB oBD′ιB
(2.7)
= χ−1χ˜−1 ×
1
2 (naDℓ
a +maDm˜
a + χ˜Dχ) −maDℓa −m˜aDna 12 (ℓaDna + m˜aDma + χ˜Dχ)
1
2 (na△ℓa +ma△m˜a + χ˜△χ) −ma△ℓa −m˜a△na 12 (ℓa△na + m˜a△ma + χ˜△χ)
1
2 (naδℓ
a +maδm˜
a + χ˜δχ) −maδℓa −m˜aδna 12 (ℓaδna + m˜aδma + χ˜δχ)
1
2 (naD
′ℓa +maD
′m˜a + χ˜D′χ) −maD′ℓa −m˜aD′na 12 (ℓaD′na + m˜aD′ma + χ˜D′χ)
and
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ǫ˜ κ˜ −τ˜ ′ γ˜′
β˜ σ˜ β˜′ −α˜′
α˜ ρ˜ σ˜′ −β˜′
γ˜ τ˜ −κ˜′ ǫ˜′
= χ˜−1 ×
−ιB′DoB′ oB′DoB′ −ιB′DιB′ oB′DιB′
−ιB′△oB′ oB′△oB′ −ιB′△ιB′ oB′△ιB′
−ιB′δoB′ oB′δoB′ −ιB′διB′ oB′διB′
−ιB′D′oB′ oB′D′oB′ −ιB′D′ιB′ oB′D′ιB′
(2.8)
= χ−1χ˜−1 ×
1
2 (naDℓ
a + m˜aDm
a + χDχ˜) −m˜aDℓa −maDna 12 (ℓaDna +maDm˜a + χDχ˜)
1
2 (na△ℓa + m˜a△ma + χ△χ˜) −m˜a△ℓa −ma△na 12 (ℓa△na +ma△m˜a + χ△χ˜)
1
2 (naδℓ
a + m˜aδm
a + χδχ˜) −m˜aδℓa −maδna 12 (ℓaδna +maδm˜a + χδχ˜)
1
2 (naD
′ℓa + m˜aD
′ma + χD′χ˜) −m˜aD′ℓa −maD′na 12 (ℓaD′na +maD′m˜a + χD′χ˜)
Equivalently,
DoA = ǫoA + κιA DoA
′
= ǫ˜oA
′
+ κ˜ιA
′
δoA = βoA + σιA △oA′ = β˜oA′ + σ˜ιA′
△oA = αoA + ριA δoA′ = α˜oA′ + ρ˜ιA′
D′oA = γoA + τιA D′oA
′
= γ˜oA
′
+ τ˜ ιA
′
DιA = −τ ′oA + γ′ιA DιA′ = −τ˜ ′oA′ + γ˜′ιA′
διA = ρ′oA − α′ιA △ιA′ = ρ˜′oA′ − α˜′ιA′
△ιA = σ′oA′ − β′ιA διA′ = σ˜′oA′ − β˜′ιA′
D′ιA = −κ′oA + ǫ′ιA D′ιA′ = −κ˜′oA′ + ǫ˜′ιA′ ,
(2.9)
and,
Dℓa = (ǫ+ ǫ˜)ℓa + κ˜ma + κm˜a Dna = (γ′ + γ˜′)na − τ ′ma − τ˜ ′m˜a
△ℓa = (α+ β˜)ℓa + σ˜ma + ρm˜a △na = −(α˜′ + β′)na + σ′ma + ρ˜′m˜a
δℓa = (α˜+ β)ℓa + ρ˜ma + σm˜a δna = −(α′ + β˜′)na + ρ′ma + σ˜′m˜a
D′ℓa = (γ + γ˜)ℓa + τ˜ma + τm˜a D′na = (ǫ′ + ǫ˜′)na − κ′ma − κ˜′m˜a
Dma = (ǫ+ γ˜′)ma − τ˜ ′ℓa + κna Dm˜a = (γ′ + ǫ˜)m˜a − τ ′ℓa + κ˜na
△ma = (α− α˜′)ma + ρ˜′ℓa + ρna △m˜a = (β˜ − β′)m˜a + σ′ℓa + σ˜na
δma = (β − β˜′)ma + σ˜′ℓa + σna δm˜a = (α˜− α′)m˜a + ρ′ℓa + ρ˜na
D′ma = (γ + ǫ˜′)ma − κ˜′ℓa + τna D′m˜a = (ǫ′ + γ˜)m˜a − κ′ℓa + τ˜na.
(2.10)
Note that each set of equations (2.9) and (2.10) is invariant under each of the priming operation and
the application of tilde.
When the frame {oA, ιA} is a spin frame (χ = 1), then, with ∇AA′ := ǫAAǫA′A∇AA′ ,
0 = ∇AA′ǫBC = ∇AA′
(
ǫB
A ǫAC
)
= ǫAC∇AA′ǫBA − ǫBA∇AA′ǫAC = γAA′BC − γAA′CB,
i.e., ǫDCγAA′B
D = ǫEBγAA′C
E, whence ǫ01γAA′0
0 = ǫ10γAA′1
1, i.e., from (2.4)
ǫ = −γ′ α = β′ β = α′ γ = −ǫ′. (2.11.1))
Similarly, if {oA′ , ιA′} is a spin frame (χ˜ = 1), then
ǫ˜ = −γ˜′ α˜ = β˜′ β˜ = α˜′ γ˜ = −ǫ˜′. (2.11.2)
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The neutral analogues of [22], (4.5.30–43), are obtained by simply replacing complex conjugation signs
by tilde. [22], (4.5.43), and its tilde version enable one to compute the spin coefficients from the Infeld-van
der Waerden symbols.
3. Curvature Spinors and Spin Coefficients
The curvature spinors are defined exactly as in [22] §4.6, allowing for the differences arising from neutral
signature, e.g., the Hodge star operator on two-forms is an involution rather than almost complex structure.
As usual complex conjugation signs are replaced by tilde. The conventions I follow for the choices involved
in defining the Riemann tensor and derived quantities are detailed in [17], Appendix One. My conventions
coincide with those of [22] except that my Ricci tensor is the negative of theirs. This choice requires a simple
modification of [22] (4.6.21–23), namely multiplying one side of each equation by -1, to preserve the definitions
of the curvature spinors themselves. This one difference of sign choice therefore only impacts equations which
relate ΦABC′D′ to Rab and/or Λ to S (the Ricci scalar curvature) and not any equation involving curvature
spinors derived directly from expressions involving the Riemann tensor, e.g., [22], (4.11.12). For convenience,
the Appendix records curvature formulae used often in this paper; see also [17], Appendix Two.
[22], (4.11.1–10), carry over unchanged except for replacing complex conjugation signs by tilde and
omitting the minus signs on the right-hand sides of (4.11.10) (due to my convention for the Ricci tensor).
In place of [22], (4.11.11), one obtains six independent equations (though the third is the prime of the
second, the fourth the tilde of the second, and the fifth the prime of the fourth and the tilde of the third):
[D′, D] = (γ + γ˜)D − (γ′ + γ˜′)D′ + (τ + τ˜ ′)△+ (τ ′ + τ˜)δ
[δ,D] = (β + α˜+ τ˜ ′)D − κD′ + σ△+ (ρ˜− ǫ− γ˜′)δ
[D′,△] = (β′ + α˜′ + τ˜ )D′ − κ′D − σ′δ − (ρ˜′ − ǫ′ − γ˜)△
[D,△] = κ˜D′ − (τ ′ + β˜ + α)D − σ˜δ − (ρ− ǫ˜− γ′)△
[δ,D′] = κ˜′D − (τ + β˜′ + α′)D′ + σ˜′△+ (ρ′ − ǫ˜′ − γ)δ
[△, δ] = (ρ˜′ − ρ′)D + (ρ− ρ˜)D′ + (α′ − α˜)△+ (α− α˜′)δ.
(3.1)
This set of equations is invariant under the priming operation and application of tilde.
The equations of [22], (4.11.12), are grouped into pairs related to each other via the priming operation.
One must therefore take account of the effect of (2.3) on the dyad components of the curvature spinors; in
particular (using the standard notation of [22], (4.11.6–10)):
Ψ′0 = Ψ4 Ψ
′
1 = −Ψ3 Ψ′2 = Ψ2 Ψ′3 = −Ψ1 Ψ′4 = Ψ0 (3.2)Φ′00 = Φ22 Φ′01 = −Φ21 Φ′02 = Φ20
Φ′10 = −Φ12 Φ′11 = Φ11 Φ′12 = −Φ10
Φ′20 = Φ02 Φ
′
21 = −Φ01 Φ′22 = Φ00.
Note that all quantities involved are unchanged by applying the priming operation twice. Moreover,
Π := χχ˜Λ, (3.3)
is invariant under the priming operation since χ and χ˜ are. Therefore, in the neutral case, [22], (4.11.5),
gives rise to the following analogue of [22], (4.11.12):
(3.4)
△κ−Dρ = ρ2 + σσ˜ − κ˜τ + κ(τ ′ + 2α+ β˜ + β′)− ρ(ǫ + ǫ˜) + Φ00 (a)
−δκ′ −D′ρ′ = (ρ′)2 + σ′σ˜′ − κ˜′τ ′ + κ′(τ + 2α′ + β˜′ + β) − ρ′(ǫ′ + ǫ˜′) + Φ22 (a′)
δκ−Dσ = σ(ρ+ ρ˜− γ˜′ + γ′ − 2ǫ)− κ(τ − τ˜ ′ − α˜− α′ − 2β) + Ψ0 (b)
−△κ′ −D′σ′ = σ′(ρ′ + ρ˜′ − γ˜ + γ − 2ǫ′)− κ′(τ ′ − τ˜ − α˜′ − α− 2β′) + Ψ4 (b′)
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D′κ−Dτ = ρ(τ + τ˜ ′) + σ(τ˜ + τ ′)− τ(γ˜′ + ǫ) + κ(γ˜ + 2γ − ǫ′) + Ψ1 +Φ01 (c)
Dκ′ −D′τ ′ = ρ′(τ ′ + τ˜ ) + σ′(τ˜ ′ + τ)− τ ′(γ˜ + ǫ′) + κ′(γ˜′ + 2γ′ − ǫ)−Ψ3 − Φ21 (c′)
△σ − δρ = τ(ρ − ρ˜) + κ(ρ˜′ − ρ′)− ρ(α˜+ β) + σ(2α− α˜′ + β′)−Ψ1 +Φ01 (d)
−δσ′ +△ρ′ = τ ′(ρ′ − ρ˜′) + κ′(ρ˜− ρ)− ρ′(α˜′ + β′) + σ′(2α′ − α˜+ β) + Ψ3 − Φ21 (d′)
D′σ − δτ = −ρ′σ − σ˜′ρ+ τ2 − κκ˜′ − τ(β − β˜′) + σ(2γ − ǫ′ + ǫ˜′) + Φ02 (e)
Dσ′ +△τ ′ = −ρσ′ − σ˜ρ′ + (τ ′)2 − κ′κ˜− τ ′(β′ − β˜) + σ′(2γ′ − ǫ+ ǫ˜) + Φ20 (e′)
△τ −D′ρ = ρρ˜′ + σσ′ − τ τ˜ + κκ′ − ρ(γ + γ˜) + τ(α − α˜′)−Ψ2 − 2Π (f)
−δτ ′ −Dρ′ = ρ′ρ˜+ σ′σ − τ ′τ˜ ′ + κ′κ− ρ′(γ′ + γ˜′) + τ ′(α′ − α˜)−Ψ2 − 2Π (f′)
D′β − δγ = τρ′ + κ′σ − κ˜′ǫ− ασ˜′ + β(ǫ˜′ − ρ′ + γ) + γ(β˜′ + α′ + τ)− Φ12 (g)
Dβ′ +△γ′ = τ ′ρ+ κσ′ − κ˜ǫ′ − α′σ˜ + β′(ǫ˜ − ρ+ γ′) + γ′(β˜ + α+ τ ′) + Φ10 (g′)
△ǫ−Dα = −τ ′ρ− κσ′ − κ˜γ + βσ˜ − α(ǫ˜ − ρ+ γ′) + ǫ(β˜ + α+ τ ′)− Φ10 (h)
−δǫ′ −D′α′ = −τρ′ − κ′σ − κ˜′γ′ + β′σ˜′ − α′(ǫ˜′ − ρ′ + γ) + ǫ′(β˜′ + α′ + τ) + Φ12 (h′)
Dβ − δǫ = κ(ρ′ + γ) + σ(τ ′ − α) + β(γ˜′ − ρ˜)− ǫ(τ˜ ′ + α˜) + Ψ1 (i)
D′β′ +△ǫ′ = κ′(ρ+ γ′) + σ′(τ − α′) + β′(γ˜ − ρ˜′)− ǫ′(τ˜ + α˜′)−Ψ3 (i′)
△γ −D′α = κ′(ǫ − ρ) + σ′(β − τ) + α(ρ˜′ − γ˜)− γ(τ˜ + α˜′)− (γβ′ + αǫ′) + Ψ3 (j)
−δγ′ −Dα′ = κ(ǫ′ − ρ′) + σ(β′ − τ ′) + α′(ρ˜− γ˜′)− γ′(τ˜ ′ + α˜)− (γ′β + α′ǫ)−Ψ1 (j′)
Dγ −D′ǫ = ττ ′ − κκ′ − β(τ ′ + τ˜)− α(τ˜ ′ + τ) − ǫ(γ + γ˜) + γ(γ′ + γ˜′) + Ψ2 +Φ11 −Π (k)
D′γ′ −Dǫ′ = ττ ′ − κκ′ − β′(τ + τ˜ ′)− α′(τ˜ + τ ′)− ǫ′(γ′ + γ˜′) + γ′(γ + γ˜) + Ψ2 +Φ11 −Π (k′)
△β − δα = ρρ′ − σσ′ − αα˜ − βα˜′ + α(β + α′) + γ(ρ− ρ˜) + ǫ(ρ˜′ − ρ′) + Ψ2 − Φ11 −Π (l)
−δβ′ +△α′ = ρρ′ − σσ′ − α′α˜′ − β′α˜+ α′(β′ + α) + γ′(ρ′ − ρ˜′) + ǫ′(ρ˜− ρ) + Ψ2 − Φ11 −Π (l′)
Additionally, there are the tilde versions of all these equations, with Ψ˜i replacing Ψi and Φ˜A′B′CD = ΦCDA′B′
replacing ΦABC′D′ , so that
Φ00 Φ11 Φ22 are unchanged but (3.5)Φ01 ↔ Φ10 Φ02 ↔ Φ20 Φ12 ↔ Φ21,
when applying tilde.
If the dyads are in fact spin frames, by virtue of (2.11.1–2),
(h) ⇔ (g′) (h′) ⇔ (g) (j) ⇔ (i′) (j′) ⇔ (i) (k) ⇔ (k′) (l) ⇔ (l′), (3.6)
which also motivates the grouping of terms in (j) and (j′) as for spin frames the final bracketed pair vanishes.
4. Computation of Spin Coefficients
Computation of the spin coefficients depends on the information one has to hand, for example:
1) if one has an explicit pair of spinor bases and a tensor basis, one can compute the Infeld-van der Waerden
symbols and use the analogue of [22], (4.5.38); this method tends to be tedious;
2) if one knows the Christoffel symbols and the null tetrad in some coordinate system, one can employ (2.7)
and (2.8) or (2.10);
3) if one knows a null tetrad, one can compute the spin coefficients with respect to the corresponding spin
frames, whence (2.11.1–2) hold, without explicit knowledge of the connection, by using the analogues of
[22], (4.13.44). First note that these equations are independent of which of the two customary definitions
of the wedge product are employed. (As indicated in [17], Appendix One, I employ that definition of wedge
product between p and q forms which is (p+ q)!/p!q! times the square bracket operation of [22], §3.3.) The
neutral analogue of [22], (4.13.44), may be obtained as in [22], §4.13 or directly from (2.10) as follows.
With φa denoting any member of the null tetrad of one-forms, express dφ = 2∇[aφb] formally as a linear
combination of the basis of two-forms induced by the null tetrad, and then compute the coefficients of the
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linear combination using (2.10). The results are as follows, where the second equality in each set of equations
is obtained by applying (2.11.1–2) and yields the direct analogue of [22], (4.13.44).
(4.1)
dℓ = (τ˜ + β˜ + α)ℓ ∧m+ (τ + α˜+ β)ℓ ∧ m˜− (ǫ + ǫ˜)ℓ ∧ n+ (ρ˜− ρ)m ∧ m˜− κ˜m ∧ n− κm˜ ∧ n
= (τ˜ + α˜′ + β′)ℓ ∧m+ (τ + β˜′ + α′)ℓ ∧ m˜+ (γ′ + γ˜′)ℓ ∧ n+ (ρ˜− ρ)m ∧ m˜− κ˜m ∧ n− κm˜ ∧ n
dm = (γ + ǫ˜′ + ρ˜′)ℓ ∧m+ σ˜′ℓ ∧ m˜+ (τ + τ˜ ′)ℓ ∧ n+ (β − β˜′)m ∧ m˜− (ρ+ ǫ+ γ˜′)m ∧ n− σm ∧ n
= (ρ˜′ − ǫ′ − γ˜)ℓ ∧m+ σ˜′ℓ ∧ m˜+ (τ + τ˜ ′)ℓ ∧ n+ (α′ − α˜)m ∧ m˜+ (γ′ + ǫ˜− ρ)m ∧ n− σm˜ ∧ n
dm˜ = σ′ℓ ∧m+ (γ˜ + ǫ′ + ρ′)ℓ ∧ m˜+ (τ˜ + τ ′)ℓ ∧ n+ (β′ − β˜)m ∧ m˜− σ˜m ∧ n− (ρ˜+ ǫ˜+ γ′)m˜ ∧ n
= σ′ℓ ∧m− (ǫ˜′ + γ − ρ′)ℓ ∧ m˜+ (τ˜ + τ ′)ℓ ∧ n+ (α − α˜′)m ∧ m˜− σ˜m ∧ n+ (ǫ+ γ˜′ − ρ˜)m˜ ∧ n
dn = −κ′ℓ ∧m− κ˜′ℓ ∧ m˜+ (ǫ′ + ǫ˜′)ℓ ∧ n+ (ρ′ − ρ˜′)m ∧ m˜+ (α˜′ + β′ + τ ′)m ∧ n+ (α′ + β˜′ + τ˜ ′)m˜ ∧ n
= −κ′ℓ ∧m− κ˜′ℓ ∧ m˜− (γ + γ˜)ℓ ∧ n+ (ρ′ − ρ˜′)m ∧ m˜+ (β˜ + α+ τ ′)m ∧ n+ (β + α˜+ τ˜ ′)m˜ ∧ n
5. Walker Geometry
Let (M, g, [πA
′
]) be a Walker geometry, i.e., a four-dimensional neutral manifold (M, g) for which the
projective spinor field [πA
′
] defines a parallel field of α-planes, see [17] for all details relating to Walker
geometry. This parallel distribution is automatically integrable (the integral surfaces are called α-surfaces).
The parallel condition imposed on the distribution is just
πA′∇bπA
′
= 0, (5.1)
for any local scaled representative (LSR) πA
′
of [πA
′
]. Walker [32] showed that one can always introduce
local coordinates (u, v, x, y) with respect to which the metric g takes a simple canonical form:
(gab) =
(
02 I2
I2 W
)
, where W =
(
a c
c b
)
is arbitrary. (5.2)
In [17], it was shown that, after possibly invoking the interchange u ↔ v and x ↔ y, there is a unique (up
to sign) LSR πA
′
such that [17] (2.8) holds:
∂u = α
AπA
′
∂v = β
AπA
′
dx = αAπA′ dy = βAπA′
where {αA, βA} is an unprimed spin frame. Walker coordinates (u, v, x, y) for which these conditions hold
will be said to be oriented. For oriented Walker coordinates, the followingWalker null tetrad was introduced
in [17] (2.11):
ℓa := ∂u = α
AπA
′
m˜a := ∂v = β
AπA
′
na := −a2∂u − c2∂v + ∂x = βAξA
′
ma := c2∂u +
b
2∂v − ∂y = αAξA
′
,
(5.3)
where the associated spin frames {αA, βA} and {πA′ , ξA′} are unique up to an overall change of sign.
The Infeld-van-der-Waerden symbols connecting the coordinate basis and the spin frames are:
σ1
AA′ =
(
1 0
0 0
)
σ2
AA′ =
(
0 0
1 0
)
σ3
AA′ =
(
a/2 0
c/2 1
)
σ4
AA′ =
(
c/2 −1
b/2 0
)
σAA′
1 =
(
1 c/2
0 −a/2
)
σAA′
2 =
(
0 b/2
1 −c/2
)
σAA′
3 =
(
0 0
0 1
)
σAA′
4 =
(
0 −1
0 0
)
.
(5.4)
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From the Infeld-van-der-Waerden symbols (5.4) one could compute the spin coefficients using [22], (4.5.38).
Since the Christoffel symbols for Walker coordinates are known, [17], A1.1, one can more rapidly compute
the covariant derivatives of the null tetrad:
Dℓa = Dm˜a = Dna = Dma = 0 △ℓa = △m˜a = △na = △ma = 0;
D′ℓa = 12 (a1ℓ
a + c1m˜
a) D′m˜a = 12 (a2ℓ
a + c2m˜
a);
δℓa = − 12 (c1ℓa + b1m˜a) δm˜a = − 12 (c2ℓa + b2m˜a);
D′na =
1
4
(2c3 − 2a4 + ba2 + ca1 − ac1 − cc2)m˜a − a1
2
na +
a2
2
ma; (5.5)
D′ma =
1
4
(2c3 − 2a4 + ba2 + ca1 − ac1 − cc2)ℓa + c1
2
na − c2
2
ma;
δna =
1
4
(2c4 − 2b3 − cc1 − bc2 + ab1 + cb2)m˜a + c1
2
na − c2
2
ma;
δma =
1
4
(2c4 − 2b3 − cc1 − bc2 + ab1 + cb2)ℓa − b1
2
na +
b2
2
ma.
and then compute the spin coefficients using (2.10). Or, using the covariant version of (5.2), one can compute
the spin coefficients from (4.1). One obtains:
ǫ = 0 ǫ′ =
c2 − a1
4
ǫ˜ = 0 ǫ˜′ = −
(
a1 + c2
4
)
α = 0 α′ =
b2 − c1
4
α˜ = −
(
b2 + c1
4
)
α˜′ = 0
β =
b2 − c1
4
β′ = 0 β˜ = 0 β˜′ = −
(
b2 + c1
4
)
γ =
a1 − c2
4
γ′ = 0 γ˜ =
a1 + c2
4
γ˜′ = 0
κ = 0 κ′ = −a2
2
κ˜ = 0 κ˜′ =
2a4 − 2c3 − ba2 − ca1 + ac1 + cc2
4
ρ = 0 ρ′ = −c2
2
ρ˜ = 0 ρ˜′ = 0
σ = −b1
2
σ′ = 0 σ˜ = 0 σ˜′ =
2c4 − 2b3 − cc1 − bc2 + ab1 + cb2
4
τ =
c1
2
τ ′ = 0 τ˜ = 0 τ˜ ′ = 0
(5.6)
Observe that
α′ + α˜+ τ = β + β˜′ + τ = 0 γ − γ˜ − ρ′ = ǫ′ − ǫ˜′ + ρ′ = 0. (5.7)
From (2.9), the spin frames associated to the Walker null tetrad satisfy:
DαA = DβA = 0 = DπA
′
= DξA
′ △αA = △βA = 0 = △πA′ = △ξA′
D′αA =
(
a1 − c2
4
)
αA +
c1
2
βA δαA =
(
b2 − c1
4
)
αA − b1
2
βA
D′βA =
a2
2
αA +
(
c2 − a1
4
)
βA δβA = −c2
2
αA −
(
b2 − c1
4
)
βA
D′πA
′
=
a1 + c2
4
πA
′
δπA
′
= −
(
b2 + c1
4
)
πA
′
(5.8)
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D′ξA
′
=
2c3 − 2a4 + ba2 + ca1 − ac1 − cc2
4
πA
′ −
(
a1 + c2
4
)
ξA
′
δξA
′
=
2c4 − 2b3 − cc1 − bc2 + ab1 + cb2
4
πA
′
+
(
b2 + c1
4
)
ξA
′
In particular: in accordance with [17], (2.3),
∇bπA
′
= Pbπ
A′ where Pb :=
a1 + c2
4
ℓb +
b2 + c1
4
m˜b; (5.9)
the condition for πA
′
to be parallel agrees with [17], (3.2); the condition for ξA
′
to be parallel agrees with
[17], (4.26–28); and if πA
′
is parallel and ξA′∇bξA′ = 0 (κ˜′ = σ˜′ = 0; in particular, for a double Walker
geometry, see [17] §4) then ξA′ is in fact parallel too, i.e, the primed spin frame is parallel.
The commutators (3.1) are
[D′, D] =
a1
2
D +
c1
2
△ [δ,D] = −c1
2
D − b1
2
△ [δ,D′] = κ˜′D + σ˜′△
[D′,△] = a2
2
D +
c2
2
△ [D,△] = 0 [△, δ] = c2
2
D +
b2
2
△.
(5.10)
The equation [D,△] = 0 of course expresses the integrability of the Walker distribution. In fact, since the
Walker spin frames are parallel with respect to D and △, D and △ commute on arbitrary spinors. In the
case of a double Walker geometry ([17], §4), in which ξA′ is an LSR for the projective spinor field defining
the complementary parallel distribution, one sees that integrability of that complementary distribution,
[δ,D′] = 0, is given, locally, by κ˜′ = σ˜′ = 0, which conditions, as already noted, are precisely the conditions
for ξA′∇bξA′ = 0, i.e., the local condition for the complementary distribution to be parallel.
Substituting the expressions (5.6) for the spin coefficients into (3.4) confirms the curvature calculations
of [17]. Setting the vanishing spin coefficients of (5.6) to zero in (3.4) yields the formulae:
Ψ0 = −Dσ (b) Ψ4 = −△κ′ (b′)
Ψ1 = Dβ (i)/(j
′)
= −
(
Dτ +△σ
2
)
(c)&(d)
Ψ3 = △γ (j)/(i′)
=
△ρ′ −Dκ′
2
(c′)&(d′)
Ψ2 =
Dγ +△(β − τ)
3
=
D(γ + ρ′) +△β
3
(f)/(f′)&(k)/(k′)&(l)/(l′).
Ψ˜0 = 0 (˜b) Ψ˜1 = 0 (˜i)/(˜j′) or (˜c)&(˜d)
Ψ˜2 =
Dγ˜ −△α˜
3
=
S
12
(˜f)/(˜f′)&(˜k)/(˜k′)&(˜l)/(˜l′)
Ψ˜3 = δγ˜ −D′α˜ (˜j)/(˜i′) (5.11)
= −
(
Dκ˜′ +△σ˜′
2
)
(˜c′)&(˜d′)
Ψ˜4 = 2(σ˜
′ǫ˜′ − κ˜′β˜′)− δκ˜′ −D′σ˜′ (˜b′).
S = 4
(
Dγ +△(β + 2τ)) = 4(D(γ − 2ρ′) +△β) (f)/(f′)&(k)/(k′)&(l)/(l′).
Φ00 = 0 (a)/(˜a) Φ10 = 0 (g
′)/(h)/(˜c)&(˜d) Φ20 = 0 (e
′)/(˜e)
Φ22 = −△κ˜′ (˜a′)
= 2(ρ′ǫ′ − κ′α′)− δκ′ −D′ρ′ (a′)
Φ02 = Dσ˜
′ (˜e′)
= D′σ − δτ + 2(τβ − σγ) (e)
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Φ01 = Dβ˜
′ (˜g′)/(˜h)
=
△σ −Dτ
2
(c)&(d)
Φ21 = △γ˜ (˜g)/(˜h′)
= −
(
Dκ′ +△ρ′
2
)
(c′)&(d′)
Φ11 =
Dγ −△β
2
(k)/(k′)&(l)(l′)
=
Dγ˜ +△α˜
2
(˜k)/(˜k′)&(˜l)/(˜l′)
Φ12 = τρ
′ + κ′σ −D′β + δγ (g)/(h′)
=
△σ˜′ −Dκ˜′
2
(˜c′)&(˜d′)
6. Null Geometry
The material in this section is heavily influenced by [23], §§7.1–3. In order to explore the utility and
interpretation of the spin coefficients, consider the following notions of null distribution on (M, g):
type I, a distribution of null one-dimensional subspaces;
type II, a distribution of totally null two-dimensional subspaces;
type III, a three-dimensional distribution H for which the distribution H⊥ is a distribution of type I.
Note that type II are self orthogonal. To motivate the definition of null distributions of type III, let
H be a three-dimensional distribution on which g is degenerate. At any point p ∈ M , D := H ∩ H⊥ is
totally null and thus at most two dimensional by virtue of the signature of g; if two-dimensional, D must
be self orthogonal but is also orthogonal to any vector in H linearly independent of D itself. Thus, D is one
dimensional, and D = H⊥ (by dimensional considerations).
Given any null vector ℓ in R2,2, the construction of a Witt decomposition (see [29], [4], §1.3) provides
another null vector n such that s(ℓ, n) = 1 and a decomposition R2,2 = 〈ℓ〉R ⊕ 〈n〉R ⊕ Z, where Z =
(〈ℓ〉R ⊕ 〈n〉R)⊥ ∼= R1,1. Hence, one can choose linearly independent null vectors m, m˜ ∈ Z satisfying
s(m, m˜) = −1, i.e., one can construct a null tetrad {ℓ, n,m, m˜} from ℓ so that 〈ℓ〉⊥R = 〈ℓ,m, m˜〉R = 〈ℓ〉R ©⊥ Z.
6.1. Null Distributions of Type I
To begin, let D be a null distribution of type I. By one-dimensionality, D is automatically integrable
and one can choose Frobenius coordinates (u, x, y, z) with integral manifolds specified by constant values of
x, y, z, with u parameterizing the integral manifolds, and ∂u a local section of the distribution. I shall refer
to the integral manifolds of D as integral curves, though of course they are integral curves in the technical
sense only with respect to a specific local section of D.
Let (v, r, s, t) be another Frobenius chart for D with overlapping domain with that of (u, x, y, z). On
their common domain the Jacobian for (v, r, s, t) = Φ(u, x, y, z) takes the form
J =

∂v
∂u
∂v
∂x
∂v
∂y
∂v
∂z
0
0 ∗
0
 (6.1.1)
with ∂v/∂u 6= 0 (for invertibility of J). In particular,
∂u =
∂v
∂u
∂v; equivalently ∂v =
∂u
∂v
∂u, (6.1.2)
i.e., the local section of D defined by (v, r, s, t) is, of course, a smooth non-vanishing multiple of that provided
by (u, x, y, z). One may regard reparametrization of the integral curves, i.e., replacing u by f(u), for some
smooth invertible f , as the special case of (6.1.1–2) with v = f(u) and (r, s, t) = (x, y, z).
Given a local section ℓa of D, one can write, at least locally, ℓa = oAoA′ , for some spinors oA ∈ SU ,
oA
′ ∈ S′U , on some suitable open subset U ofM . Locally, one can then construct smooth spin frames {oA, ιA}
and {oA′ , ιA′} and from these a local null tetrad. In relation to D, the freedom in this construction is
oA 7→ λoA oA′ 7→ λ˜oA′ ιA 7→ λ−1ιA + µoA ιA′ 7→ λ˜−1ιA′ + µ˜oA′ , (6.1.3)
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where λ, λ˜ ∈ R∗ and µ, µ˜ ∈ R, i.e., the freedom of
(D, D˜) :=
((
λ µ
0 λ−1
)
,
(
λ˜ µ˜
0 λ˜−1
))
∈ SL(2;R)× SL(2;R). (6.1.4)
Under (6.1.3–4), the associated null tetrad transforms as:
ℓa 7→ λλ˜ℓa na 7→ (λλ˜)−1na + λ−1µ˜m˜a + µλ˜−1ma + µµ˜ℓa
ma 7→ λλ˜−1ma + λµ˜ℓa m˜a 7→ λ−1λ˜m˜a + µλ˜ℓa.
(6.1.5)
The spin coefficients are not invariant under (6.1.3–4). The simplest transformations are for those spin
coefficients of the form oA♦oA and oA′♦oA′ , where ♦ = D, D′, δ or △. One computes
κ 7→ λ3λ˜κ κ˜ 7→ λ˜3λκ˜
ρ 7→ λλ˜ρ+ λ2λ˜µκ ρ˜ 7→ λ˜λρ˜+ λ˜2λµ˜κ˜
σ 7→ λ3λ˜−1σ + λ3µ˜κ σ˜ 7→ λ˜3λ−1σ˜ + λ˜3µκ˜
τ 7→ λλ˜−1τ + λµ˜ρ+ λ2λ˜−1µσ + λ2µµ˜κ τ˜ 7→ λ˜λ−1τ˜ + λ˜µρ˜+ λ˜2λ−1µ˜σ˜ + λ˜2µ˜µκ˜;
(6.1.6)
which can be written more compactly in the form(
κ
σ
)
7→ λ3 (τD˜)
(
κ
σ
) (
ρ
τ
)
7→ λ (τD˜)
(
ρ
τ
)
+ λ2µ (τD˜)
(
κ
σ,
)
and their tilde versions, where τD˜ denotes the transpose of D˜.
6.1.7 Definition
If N is a submanifold ofM for which the induced metric h := g|N is degenerate then the Koszul construction
of a Levi-Civita connection from h fails (but cf. [15]). Moreover, g fails to define a preferred complementary
bundle to TN within TM (as TN⊥ ∩ TN 6= 〈0〉R), so there is no prefered projection of ∇XY from TM
to TN , for (local) sections X , Y of TN . One can still define, however, the shape operator (i.e., second
fundamental form) Π∐ as follows: for (local) smooth sections X and Y of TN ,
Π∐(X,Y ) := [∇XY ] ∈ TM/TN.
One easily checks that Π∐ is bilinear over TN as a C∞(N)-module and symmetric.
When Π∐ is zero, then ∇XY lies within TN and thus defines a linear connection on TN . For any curve
within N , parallel propagation along that curve is unambiguous; in particular, the notion of the geodesic
through p ∈ N in direction X ∈ TpN is also unambiguous and lies within N (at least in a neighbourhood of
p). In this sense, N is totally geodesic. Hence, one can, whether h is nondegenerate or degenerate, define N
to be auto-parallel if Π∐ vanishes, which ([31]) is equivalent to: parallel propagation of TpN along curves in
N remains in TN , whence the definition is consistent with [13], §VII.8.
A distribution D will be called auto-parallel if invariant under parallel transport along any curve tangent
to D. By the result in [31] mentioned in the previous paragraph, a distribution D is auto-parallel iff∇YX ∈ D
for all local sectionsX , Y of D. It follows immediately that when D is auto-parallel, [X,Y ] = ∇XY −∇YX ∈
D, whence D is integrable. The integral manifolds of D are auto-parallel as defined in the previous paragraph.
One can also define the shape operator Π∐ of D by
Π∐ : D ×D → TMD (X,Y ) 7→ [∇XY ]
whence D is auto-parallel iff Π∐ vanishes.
A null distribution D of type I is auto-parallel iff, for any local section ℓa,
ℓb∇bℓa ∝ ℓa. (6.1.8)
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Some authors, e.g., [23], regard a curve whose tangent vector satisfies (6.1.8) as a geodesic, while others, e.g.,
[21], refer to such curves as pre-geodesic, restricting the geodesic condition to those parametrized curves for
which the proportionality constant in (6.1.8) is zero. I shall employ the more restricted usage of geodesic,
though for null geodesics the less restrictive notion is perhaps more appropriate since it is invariant under
conformal rescalings of the metric.
With ℓa = oAoA
′
, (6.1.8) is equivalent to
oADo
A = 0 and oA′Do
A′ = 0, i.e., to κ = κ˜ = 0. (6.1.9)
(6.1.6) confirms that the vanishing of each of κ and κ˜ is indeed invariant under (6.1.3–4) and that then ρ,
ρ˜, σ, and σ˜ merely scale under (6.1.3–4). It follows from (2.9), that (6.1.9), whence (6.1.8), is equivalent to
each of:
DoA = ǫoA and DoA
′
= ǫ˜oA
′
;
oAo
B′∇BB′oA = ρoB and oA′oB∇BB′oA
′
= ρ˜oB′ ; (6.1.10)
oAo
B∇BB′oA = σoB′ and oA′oB
′∇BB′oA
′
= σ˜oB.
Thus, in the auto-parallel case, (6.1.10) provides definitions of the spin coefficients ǫ, ǫ˜, ρ, ρ˜, σ, and σ˜ purely
in terms of oA and oA
′
.
From (2.10), in general
Dℓa = (ǫ + ǫ˜)ℓa + κ˜ma + κm˜a. (6.1.11)
For any pre-geodesic curve, with parameter u say, as is well known it is always possible to reparametrize
the curve (say v = g(u)) so that the geodesic condition ℓb∇bℓa = 0 holds for ℓa = ∂v. Indeed, for Frobenius
coordinates (u, x, y, z) and ℓa = ∂u =: ∂1, ℓ
b∇bℓa = Γi11∂i, so the auto-parallel condition is Γi11 = 0, i = 2, 3,
4, i.e., ℓb∇bℓa = Γ111ℓa. Reparametrization to achieve affine parametrization is given by
v =
∫ u
exp
(∫ t
Γ111ds
)
dt
along integral curves. Using the hypersurface u = 0 as a common initial condition, as Γ111 is smooth on the
domain of the Frobenius coordinates, one can construct v to be a smooth function on U which restricts to
each integral curve as an affine parameter and, in particular, as a strictly increasing function of u (but as
Γ111 is a function of (u, x, y, z), then so is v; i.e., the level surfaces of v do not coincide with those of u, other
than v = 0 and u = 0 by construction). As
∂(v, x, y, z)
∂(u, x, y, z)
=

∂v
∂u
∂v
∂x
∂v
∂y
∂v
∂z
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 ,
is nonsingular (v = g(u) is bijective), (v, x, y, z) are legitimate coordinates on U ; indeed, Frobenius coordi-
nates for D on U .
Hence, without loss of generality, if D is auto-parallel, one can choose, locally, Frobenius coordinates
(v, x, y, z) with v an affine parameter for each integral manifold in the domain of the Frobenius chart.
Note that in general, for auto-parallel D (κ = κ˜ = 0) with ℓa = oAoA′ = ∂u, DoA = 0 (κ = ǫ = 0)
and DoA
′
= 0 (κ˜ = ǫ˜ = 0) are independent conditions. But with affine parametrization ℓa = oAoA
′
= ∂v
(κ = κ˜ = 0 = ǫ+ ǫ˜), each of DoA = 0 and DoA
′
= 0 implies the other, which is also obvious from
0 = Dℓa = (DoA)oA
′
+ oA(DoA
′
).
Moreover, if one can scale oA by λ so that DoA = 0, and one scales oA
′
by λ−1 in order to leave ℓa unchanged
and equal to ∂v, then the previous equation entails that Do
A′ = 0 too.
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Explicitly, when κ = κ˜ = 0 in (6.1.11), affine parametrization of integral curves forces ǫ+ ǫ˜ = 0. Under
(6.1.3–4), ǫ 7→ λλ˜ǫ + λ˜Dλ − λ2λ˜µκ. So, with κ = 0, choosing λ = exp(− ∫ ǫ) (where the integral is along
integral curves of ℓa) yields a spin frame for which ǫ = 0 and DoA = 0. One can similarly rescale oA
′
provided κ˜ = 0 and thereby, under the freedom of (6.1.3–4), achieve spin frames so that both ǫ and ǫ˜ vanish.
Since under these rescalings each of oA and oA
′
are D-parallel, ℓa is D-parallel; in fact, since ǫ + ǫ˜ = 0,
λ = exp
∫
ǫ = exp
∫
(−ǫ˜) = λ˜−1, whence λλ˜ = 1, and oAoA′ = ℓa = ∂v for the new spin frames and the given
affine parameter v.
In summary, for auto-parallel D, one can reparametrize the integral curves to be geodesics (with affine
parameter v also a Frobenius coordinate) and then, under the freedom of (6.1.3–4), choose oA and oA
′
parallel
along the integral curves so that oAoA
′
= ℓa = ∂v. Given v, these choices restrict the freedom in (6.1.3–4) to
λ˜ = λ−1 and both constant along integral curves (the freedom in v is that of affine reparametrization, which
further allows λ˜ = aλ, a constant).
One can exploit the remaining freedom in (6.1.3–4) to impose further specializations on the description
of an auto-parallel null D of type I. Since ǫ = ǫ˜ = 0, then, by (2.9 & 11), DιA = 0 ⇔ τ ′ = 0 and
DιA
′
= 0 ⇔ τ˜ ′ = 0. Restrict given ιA and ιA′ to the hypersurface v = 0, and then parallely propagate
them off the hypersurface along the integral curves of D so they are D-constant (equivalently; for given ιA,
DιA = −τ ′oA; one is free to replace ιA by ιA + µoA, whence D(ιA + µoA) = (−τ ′ +Dµ)oA; now choose µ
to solve Dµ = τ ′ along integral curves with µ = 0 on the hypersurface v = 0). Of course, the null tetrad is
now parallel along the integral curves and µ and µ˜ in (6.1.3–4) are restricted to be constant along integral
curves.
It will prove convenient to refer to the choice of Frobenius coordinates (v, x, y, z) with v an affine
parameter for the integral curves of D and with spin frames parallel along integral curves and satisfying
ℓa := oAoA
′
= ∂v as the affine-parallel (A-P) condition. Note that this condition is just a convenient
description of any auto-parallel type I null distribution, not a restriction on such.
6.1.12 Definition
A distribution D is called parallel if invariant under parallel translation ([31]). From [31], D is parallel iff
∇YX ∈ D for all local sections X of D and local vector fields Y . A null distribution of type I is parallel iff
∇Y ℓ ∝ ℓ, for any local section ℓa of D. If one has completed ℓa to a null tetrad, by (2.10) the condition for
D to be parallel is
κ = κ˜ = σ = σ˜ = ρ = ρ˜ = τ = τ˜ = 0. (6.1.12a)
By (6.1.6), the vanishing of all these quantities is indeed invariant under (6.1.3–4). Any specializations
imposed in the auto-parallel case can also be imposed here. Note that Walker [32] provides a convenient
form for the metric when (M, g) admits a parallel null distribution of type I: it is possible to choose Frobenius
coordinates (v, x, y, z) for which D = 〈∂v〉R and with respect to which the metric has components:
(gab) =

0 0 0 1
0 a b d
0 b c e
1 d e f
 , (6.1.12b)
with a, . . . , f smooth functions (noting that ∇1∂1 = Γk11∂k, then v is affine iff Γk11 = 0, each k; writing out
the Lagrangian for this metric form, one readily checks that no geodesic equation has a (v˙)2 term, i.e., Γk11 is
indeed zero, whence this metric form entails v is indeed an affine parameter) and a, b, c, d, and e independent
of v.
Return to the case of an arbitrary null distribution D of type I. D⊥ is a three-dimensional distribution.
Equivalently, D⊥ is a rank three subbundle of TM which contains the rank one subbundle D. Denote the
quotient bundle D⊥/D by Q and let π : D⊥ → Q be the projection. At any point p ∈M , D⊥p = 〈ℓ,m, m˜〉R,
Qp can be represented byMp := 〈ma, m˜a〉R ≤ TpM with πp(aℓa+ bma+ cm˜a) represented by bma+ cm˜a ∈
Mp.
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From (6.1.11), Dℓa ∈ D⊥ and κ˜ma+κm˜a is a measure of the extent to which D fails to be auto-parallel.
Since D only defines ℓa up to scale, consider the projection of Dℓa in the quotient Q, which may be taken
as a ‘curvature’ of a given integral curve. Representing the projection by
ka := κ˜ma + κm˜a, note kaka = −2κκ˜ = (Dℓa)(Dℓa). (6.1.13)
By (6.1.5–6), the projection is not invariant under (6.1.3–4) unless one imposes (λλ˜)2 = 1, i.e., λ˜ = ±λ−1.
If ℓa is a local section of D and V a a nonvanishing vector field (on the same open domain) nowhere
proportional to ℓa, then £ℓ V
a = 0 is equivalent to the commutativity of the induced local one-parameter
groups of diffeomorphisms φt and ψs constituting the flows of ℓa and V a, respectively. Thus, for any integral
curve C of ℓa, the parameter change along C between two integral curves of V a passing through C is the
same as between those two integral curves of V a along any other integral curve of ℓa also passing through
those two integral curves of V a. Any such V a is called a connecting vector field for D. In terms of Frobenius
coordinates for D, a connecting vector field V a has constant components along a specific integral curve and
thus ‘connects’ that integral curve to another in these coordinates.
It suffices for subsequent purposes to suppose V a is defined along C0 satisfying £ℓ V
a = 0. Now,
0 = [ℓ, V ] = ∇ℓV −∇V ℓ, i.e.,
DV a = V b∇bℓa. (6.1.14)
As 0 = ℓaℓ
a, then 0 = ℓa∇bℓa and consequently
ℓaDV
a = 0, i.e., DV a ⊥ ℓa. (6.1.15)
Writing
V a = ηℓa + ζm˜a + ζ˜ma + νna, (6.1.16)
under (6.1.3–4), one computes
η 7→ η(λλ˜)−1 − ζµλ˜−1 − ζ˜µ˜λ−1 + νµµ˜ ν 7→ νλλ˜
ζ 7→ λλ˜−1ζ − νλµ˜ ζ˜ 7→ λ˜λ−1ζ˜ − νλ˜µ.
(6.1.17)
Taking components of (6.1.14) with respect to the null tetrad yields:
Dν = −ζκ˜− ζ˜κ− ν(γ′ + γ˜′) Dη = ζ(α + β˜ + τ ′) + ζ˜(α˜+ β + τ˜ ′) + ν(γ + γ˜)
Dζ = ζ(ρ+ ǫ− ǫ˜) + ζ˜σ + ν(τ + τ˜ ′) Dζ˜ = ζσ˜ + ζ˜(ρ˜+ ǫ˜− ǫ) + ν(τ˜ + τ ′). (6.1.18)
These equations can be simplified by using the freedom in (6.1.3) to choose ιA and ιA
′
so as to satisfy
DιA = 0 and DιA
′
= 0 (by generalizing the argument which ensures this condition in the establishment of
the A-P condition), i.e., by (2.9 & 11), ǫ = τ ′ = ǫ˜ = τ˜ ′ = 0. With these choices, (6.1.18) becomes
D

η
ζ
ζ˜
ν
 =

0 α+ β˜ α˜+ β γ + γ˜
0 ρ σ τ
0 σ˜ ρ˜ τ˜
0 −κ˜ −κ 0


η
ζ
ζ˜
ν
 =:MD

η
ζ
ζ˜
ν
 . (6.1.19)
Observe that if ν is zero, a pair of coupled equations for ζ and ζ˜ results involving only σ, ρ, σ˜ and ρ˜. But,
for nonzero ζ and ζ˜, ν cannot remain zero unless both κ and κ˜ vanish, which is precisely the condition for
D to be auto-parallel. The condition ν ≡ 0 is equivalent to V aℓa = 0; (6.1.19) indicates that, in general, V a
will not remain orthogonal to ℓa along C0 even if it is so at some point.
Suppose then that D is indeed auto-parallel. Choose ιA and ιA′ D parallel so that (6.1.19) is valid. Then
ν ≡ constant solves (6.1.19); in particular, one can choose connecting vector fields V a satisfying V a ∈ D⊥,
which I shall call orthogonal (abreast in the Lorentzian context). This condition is obviously a geometric
condition on V a imposed by D. At any point p on C0,
qa := ζm˜a + ζ˜ma ∈Mp, (6.1.20)
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represents πp(V
a) and this representation is invariant under (6.1.3–4), see (6.1.17) and (6.1.5). The scalar
product g on TpM induces a scalar product hp on Qp, whence πp preserves scalar products, and a scalar
product sp on Mp, with
(Qp, hp) ∼= (Mp, sp) ∼= R1,1; (6.1.21)
in particular, qaqa = V
aVa.
To further describe orthogonal connecting vector fields, impose the A-P condition on D. Then, as
λ = λ˜−1 now in (6.1.3), ℓa and D are fixed, while ζ 7→ λ2ζ. Since λ is also D constant, Dζ transforms just
as ζ does under the remaining freedom allowed under (6.1.3–4). Similarly Dζ˜ transforms as ζ˜ does. (Or, as
λ = λ˜−1, ζ 7→ λ2ζ, ζ˜ 7→ λ˜2ζ˜, from (6.1.19) & (6.1.6)Dζ 7→ λ2Dζ and Dζ˜ 7→ λ˜2Dζ˜.) Thus, (Dζ)m˜a+(Dζ˜)ma
is invariant under the remaining freedom in (6.1.3–4) allowed under the A-P condition, modulo ℓa, just as
ζm˜a + ζ˜ma is. Recalling from (6.1.15) that DV a ∈ D⊥, the projection of DV a into Q may be represented
by (Dζ)ma + (Dζ˜)m˜a = Dqa, with ζ and ζ˜ satisfying
D
(
ζ
ζ˜
)
=
(
ρ σ
σ˜ ρ˜
)(
ζ
ζ˜
)
=: PD(v)
(
ζ
ζ˜
)
. (6.1.22)
The tangent planes Mv := 〈m˜a,ma〉R, parametrized along the integral curve C0 by v, can be identified
with each other under parallel transport along C0 since m˜
a and ma are D parallel under the A-P condition.
Denoting this identification by M, one can then view (6.1.22) as a nonautonomous linear system of first
order ODE’s in M∼= R1,1.
The matrix PD(v) defining the linear system (6.1.22) is generic. It’s eigenvalues are
ρ+ ρ˜±
√
(ρ− ρ˜)2 + 4σσ˜
2
, (6.1.23)
which will be a complex conjugate pair when σσ˜ < 0 and |4σσ˜| > (ρ − ρ˜)2, but otherwise both are real.
In general, one would not expect (asymptotic) stability ([1], §23) about the zero solution. (6.1.23) suggests
that ρ, ρ˜ and σσ˜ contain geometric information about auto-parallel D. Indeed, by linear algebra
∇aℓb = naDℓb + ℓaD′ℓb − m˜aδℓb −ma△ℓb. (6.1.24)
Under the present assumptions the null tetrad is parallel along integral curves; in particular, Dℓb = 0.
Moreover, since ℓb is null, 0 = D′(ℓbℓ
b) = ℓbD
′ℓb. It follows that, noting (2.10),
∇aℓa = −(m˜aδℓa +ma△ℓa) = ρ+ ρ˜. (6.1.25)
Moreover, ∇[aℓb] = ℓ[aD′ℓb] − m˜[aδℓb] −m[a△ℓb]. Substituting from (2.10) in the right-hand side or simply
using (4.1), one has in the present circumstances
∇[aℓb] = (τ˜ + α+ β˜)ℓ[amb] + (τ + α˜+ β)ℓ[am˜b] − (ρ− ρ˜)m[am˜b],
whence
∇[aℓb]∇[aℓb] = −
(ρ− ρ˜)2
2
≤ 0. (6.1.26)
From (6.1.25–26), one obtains geometric formulae for ρ and ρ˜ in terms of the local section ℓa of D (where
ℓa = oAoA
′
= ∂v and Do
A = DoA
′
= 0). On the other hand, using (2.10),
∇(aℓb) = ℓ(aD′ℓb) − m˜(aδℓb) −m(a△ℓb)
= (γ + γ˜)ℓaℓb + (τ˜ − α− β˜)ℓ(amb) + (τ − α˜− β)ℓ(am˜b) − σ˜mamb − σm˜am˜b − (ρ+ ρ˜)m(am˜b),
whence
∇(aℓb)∇(aℓb) = 2σσ˜ +
(ρ+ ρ˜)2
2
. (6.1.27)
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From (6.1.25 & 27), one therefore obtains a geometric formula for σσ˜. (Note that when D is not auto-parallel,
by (6.1.9) at least one of oADo
A = 0 and oA′Do
A′ = 0 fails. If oADo
A 6= 0, then DoA and oBoA′∇aoB are
not proportional to oA and oAo
B∇boA is not proportional to oB′ . If one then chooses ιA proportional to one
of the first two, or ιB
′
to the third, then ǫ = 0, ρ = 0, and σ = 0 respectively, i.e., the vanishing of these
quantities has no geometrical significance in the non-auto-parallel case. Similar remarks apply to the tilde
quantities)
Note from (6.1.6) that, with κ = κ˜ = 0, and λ = λ˜−1 (as it does under the A-P condition), while ρ and ρ˜
are invariant, only the product σσ˜ is invariant rather than the individual factors. Thus, while the equations
in (6.1.22) are invariant under the remaining freedom allowed in (6.1.3–4) under the A-P condition, the
individual terms are not.
If v 7→ B(v) is a continuous mapping from R to R(2) such that B(w)B(v) = B(v)B(w), for all v,
w ∈ R, then the nonautonomous linear system
D
(
x
y
)
= B(v)
(
x
y
)
,
has solution with initial condition (x0, y0) (see [30], pp. 234–235):(
x(v)
y(v)
)
= exp
(∫ v
0
B(w)dw
)(
x0
y0
)
.
In particular, this result is valid whenever B(v) = f(v)B, for some continuous function f and constant
matrix B. Observe that, with
D(v) :=
ρ+ ρ˜
2
(
1 0
0 1
)
=:
ρ+ ρ˜
2
E1 S(v) :=
ρ− ρ˜
2
(
1 0
0 −1
)
=:
ρ− ρ˜
2
E3
(6.1.28)
I(v) :=
σ˜ − σ
2
(
0 −1
1 0
)
=:
σ˜ − σ
2
E2 H(v) :=
σ˜ + σ
2
(
0 1
1 0
)
=
σ˜ + σ
2
E4
PD(v) :=
(
ρ σ
σ˜ ρ˜
)
= D(v) + S(v) + I(v) +H(v). (6.1.29)
When PD(v) reduces to D(v), I(v), H(v), or S(v), (6.1.22) has solution,(
ζ(v)
ζ˜(v)
)
= exp
(∫ v
0
ρ+ ρ˜
2
)(
ζ0
ζ˜0
)
(
ζ(v)
ζ˜(v)
)
= R
(∫ v
0
σ˜ − σ
2
)(
ζ0
ζ˜0
)
(6.1.30)(
ζ(v)
ζ˜(v)
)
= L
(∫ v
0
σ˜ + σ
2
)(
ζ0
ζ˜0
)
(
ζ(v)
ζ˜(v)
)
=
 exp
(∫ v
0
ρ−ρ˜
2
)
ζ0
exp
(∫ v
0
ρ˜−ρ
2
)
ζ˜0

respectively, where
R(t) :=
(
cos t − sin t
sin t cos t
)
L(t) :=
(
cosh t sinh t
sinh t cosh t
)
.
These four transformations have simple interpretations. The first effects a dilation of the (ζ, ζ˜)-plane; an
expansion if
∫ v
0
(ρ+ ρ˜) > 0 and a contraction if
∫ v
0
(ρ+ ρ˜) < 0. The second transformation is a rotation of the
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(ζ, ζ˜)-plane, the third a hyperbolic rotation of the (ζ, ζ˜)-plane, and the fourth scales the (ζ, ζ˜) coordinates
inversely, which is equivalent, via a simple coordinate transformation, to a hyperbolic rotation.
Since E1 commutes with each of E2, E3, and E4, one also obtains the solutions:(
ζ(v)
ζ˜(v)
)
= exp
(∫ v
0
ρ
)
R
(∫ v
0
σ˜
)(
ζ0
ζ˜0
)
,
when ρ = ρ˜ and σ = −σ˜; (
ζ(v)
ζ˜(v)
)
=
(
exp
(∫ v
0 ρ
)
ζ0
exp
(∫ v
0 ρ˜
)
ζ˜0
)
, (6.1.31)
when σ = σ˜ = 0; and (
ζ(v)
ζ˜(v)
)
= exp
(∫ v
0
ρ
)
L
(∫ v
0
σ
)(
ζ0
ζ˜0
)
,
when ρ = ρ˜ and σ = σ˜. These solutions provide some insight into how ρ, ρ˜, σ, and σ˜ effect the behaviour of
orthogonal connecting vector fields along an integral curve of auto-parallel D.
Noting that the induced scalar product of qa with itself is −2ζζ˜, a simple computation yields
D(ζζ˜) = (ρ+ ρ˜)ζζ˜ + σζ˜2 + σ˜ζ2, (6.1.32)
indicating, as one would expect from the preceding considerations, that the flow does not preserve the
induced scalar-product structure of M, which in the (ζ, ζ˜)-coordinates is that of the hyperbolic plane R2hb
(see [29] for notation) unless σ = σ˜ = 0 and ρ = −ρ˜, i.e., PD(v) = S(v) = ρE2, in which case the flow
amounts to a hyperbolic rotation with respect to the coordinates t := ζ + ζ˜ and z := ζ − ζ˜, with respect to
which M∼= R1,1, i.e., the flow is indeed induced by an isometry of M∼= R1,1 in this case.
By Liouville’s Theorem for linear systems of ODEs ([1], §27.6), the flow of the system (6.1.22) will
preserve two-forms in M, whence the induced notion of volume, precisely when tr(PD(v)) = 0, i.e., when
ρ + ρ˜ = 0, which is readily seen to be consistent with the special cases of (6.1.30), in which the solutions
themselves are linear transformations of the initial condition, whence preservation of two-forms requires the
linear transformation to be an element of SL(2;R).
If D is parallel, then by (6.1.12a), for any connecting vector field V a, ζ, ζ˜ and ν in (6.1.16) are all
constant along C0; in particular, for orthogonal V
a, π(V a) is constant along C0. Within the domain of the
Frobenius coordinates, with the A-P condition imposed, the collection of tangent planes Mv along C0 forms
a trivial bundle over C0 and the orthogonal connecting vector fields are represented by the constant sections
of this bundle.
6.1.33 Example
Most of the Walker metrics exploited in the recent literature to illustrate and study various geometric themes
(see citations in [17]) consist of a single set of Walker coordinates (u, v, x, y). For these spaces, a natural
null distribution of type I is provided by D := 〈∂u〉R. From [17] (A1.8), ∇∂u∂u = 0, i.e., D is auto-parallel
but not, in general, parallel (unless c1 = b1 = 0, i.e., b and c are independent of u). In particular, u is an
affine parameter for D. Choosing the spin frames {oA, ιA} and {oA′ , ιA′} to coincide with the Walker spin
frames {αA, βA} and {πA′ , ξA′}, respectively, is an allowed choice for D and they satisfy the A-P-condition;
in particular, these spin frames are D-parallel, see §5.
The spin coefficients (5.6) for this choice of spin frames confirms that D is auto-parallel (6.1.9), that
the integral curves are affinely parametrized (6.1.11), and that of course the spin frames are D-parallel. The
components of connecting vector fields V a satisfy (6.1.19)
D

η
ζ
ζ˜
ν
 =

0 0 − cu2 au2
0 0 − bu2 cu2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


η
ζ
ζ˜
ν
 , (6.1.33a)
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which can be directly integrated along an integral curve C0 with respect to the Walker coordinate u to yield
ν = ν0 ζ˜ = ζ˜0 ζ(u) =
b0 − b(u)
2
ζ˜0 +
c(u)− c0
2
ν0 η(u) =
c0 − c(u)
2
ζ˜0 +
a(u)− a0
2
ν0,
(6.1.33b)
where the subscript 0 denotes values at u = 0.
For orthogonal connecting vector fields, set ν0 = 0 in (6.1.33b). The projection into Qu is represented
in Mu by (
ζ(u)
ζ˜(u)
)
=
(
1 b0−b(u)2
0 1
)(
ζ0
ζ˜0
)
, (6.1.33c)
which amounts, in M, to a linear shear of (ζ0, ζ˜0) depending on u.
The distribution D′ := 〈∂v〉R is also null of type I, also auto-parallel, and v is an affine parameter. Spin
frames which satisfy the A-P condition for D′ are
oA := βA ιA := −αA oA′ := πA′ ιA′ := ξA′ , (6.1.33d)
where αA, βA, πA
′
, and ξA
′
are as above. Since these spin frames for D′ are obtained by rearranging the
elements of the spin frames for D, it is a simple matter to derive the spin coefficients for these spin frames.
If quantities with respect to these spin frames are denoted by hatted quantities, one computes that Dˆ = △,
Dˆ′ = −δ, δˆ = D′, and △ˆ = −D. From (2.7–8), one readily computes the spin coefficients with respect to
the spin frames (6.1.33c), in terms of the given Walker coordinates (u, v, x, y), to be:
ǫ = 0 ǫ′ =
c1 − b2
4
ǫ˜ = 0 ǫ˜′ = −
(
c1 + b2
4
)
α = 0 α′ =
c2 − a1
4
α˜ =
c2 + a1
4
α˜′ = 0
β =
c2 − a1
4
β′ = 0 β˜ = 0 β˜′ =
c2 + a1
4
γ =
b2 − c1
4
γ′ = 0 γ˜ =
c1 + b2
4
γ˜′ = 0
κ = 0 κ′ =
b1
2
κ˜ = 0 κ˜′ =
2c4 − 2b3 − cc1 − bc2 + ab1 + cb2
4
ρ = 0 ρ′ = −c1
2
ρ˜ = 0 ρ˜′ = 0
σ = −a2
2
σ′ = 0 σ˜ = 0 σ˜′ =
2c3 − 2a4 + ba2 + ca1 − ac1 − cc2
4
τ = −c2
2
τ ′ = 0 τ˜ = 0 τ˜ ′ = 0
One notes that precisely the same spin coefficients vanish and one obtains in place of (6.1.33a)
D

η
ζ
ζ˜
ν
 =

0 0 cv2
bv
2
0 0 −av2 − cv2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


η
ζ
ζ˜
ν

Thus, the connecting vector fields for D′ are little different to those for D and the orthogonal connecting
vector fields are completely analogous, but with a as a function of v taking the role of b as a function of u.
This result is, of course, consistent with the fundamental symmetry of Walker coordinates, [17], (A1.7)
Returning to an arbitrary null distribution D of type I, the influence of curvature can be made explicit
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by considering the Jacobi equation on C0. For any connecting vector field V
a along C0, by (6.1.14)
D2V a = D(V b∇bℓa)
= ℓc∇cV b∇bℓa
= V b∇bℓc∇cℓa + [ℓ, V ]b∇bℓa +RbcdaℓbV cℓd
= V b∇bDℓa +RbcdaℓbV cℓd.
Assuming D is auto-parallel and (v, x, y, z) are Frobenius coordinates with v an affine parameter for the
integral curves of D, then the first summand on the right in the last equality vanishes and one obtains the
Jacobi equation:
D2V a = Rbcd
aℓbV cℓd (6.1.34)
Assuming now that the A-P condition has been imposed, substituting (6.1.16) into (6.1.34) yields
(D2η)ℓa + (D2ζ)m˜a + (D2ζ˜)ma + (D2ν)na = Rbcd
aℓb(ηℓc + ζm˜c + ζ˜mc + νnc)ℓd.
Taking components with respect to the null tetrad yields:
D2ν = 0 D2η = ζ(Ψ˜1 +Φ10) + ζ˜(Ψ1 +Φ01) + ν(Ψ2 + Ψ˜2 + 2Φ11 − 2Λ)
(6.1.35)
D2ζ = −ζΦ00 − ζ˜Ψ0 − ν(Ψ1 +Φ01) D2ζ˜ = −ζΨ˜0 − ζ˜Φ00 − ν(Ψ˜1 +Φ10).
Putting
ND :=

0 −(Ψ˜1 +Φ10) −(Ψ1 +Φ01) 2Λ− 2Φ11 −Ψ2 − Ψ˜2
0 Φ00 Ψ0 Ψ1 +Φ01
0 Ψ˜0 Φ00 Ψ˜1 +Φ10
0 0 0 0
 , (6.1.36)
and denoting by Z the column vector in (6.1.19), (6.1.35) and (6.1.19) in the auto-parallel case together
yield −NDZ = D2Z = D(MDZ) = (DMD)Z +MDDZ = (DMD)Z +M2DZ, whence
DMD = −(M2D +ND). (6.1.37)
(6.1.37) consists of four pairs of equations, with each equation in a pair the tilde of the other, plus one
equation which is invariant under tilde:
D(α + β˜) = −ρ(α+ β˜)− σ˜(α˜+ β) + Ψ˜1 +Φ10 D(α˜+ β) = −ρ˜(α˜+ β)− σ(α + β˜) + Ψ1 +Φ01
Dρ = −(ρ2 + σσ˜)− Φ00 Dρ˜ = −(ρ˜2 + σσ˜)− Φ00
Dσ = −(ρ+ ρ˜)σ −Ψ0 Dσ˜ = −(ρ+ ρ˜)σ˜ − Ψ˜0
Dτ = −(τρ+ τ˜σ)−Ψ1 − Φ01 Dτ˜ = −(τ˜ ρ˜+ τσ˜)− Ψ˜1 − Φ10
(6.1.38)
D(γ + γ˜) = τ(α + β˜) + τ˜ (α˜+ β) + Ψ2 + Ψ˜2 + 2Φ11 − 2Λ.
Recalling that in the current circumstances, κ = κ˜ = ǫ = ǫ˜ = τ ′ = τ˜ ′ = 0, and (2.11) holds, then one readily
checks that the equations of (6.1.38) are instances of (3.4); namely: (h) + (˜i) and (˜h) + (i); (a) and (˜a); (b)
and (˜b); (c) and (˜c); (k) + (˜k); respectively.
Observe from the third pair that
σ ≡ 0 ⇒ Ψ0 = 0 σ˜ ≡ 0 ⇒ Ψ˜0 = 0, (6.1.39)
i.e., the vanishing of σ(σ˜) implies oA(oA
′
) is a Weyl principal spinor (WPS) of ΨABCD(ΨA′B′C′D′). In
(6.1.33), σ˜ = 0, Ψ˜0 = 0 and π
A′ is indeed a WPS (in fact, of multiplicity at least two, by [17] 2.5) while
σ = −b1/2 and Ψ0 = b11/2, i.e., in this case Ψ0 = −σ1, and αA is not, in general, a WPS. Unlike the
situation for Lorentzian signature, the vanishing of Φ00, ρ and ρ˜ along C0 only entails the vanishing of σσ˜
and not of σ and σ˜ separately, as exemplified by Walker geometry.
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When D is additionally parallel, then (6.1.38) reduce to
Ψ0 = Ψ˜0 = Φ00 = 0 Ψ1 +Φ01 = 0 = Ψ˜0 +Φ10
D(α+ β˜) = 0 = D(α˜ + β) D(γ + γ˜) = Ψ2 + Ψ˜2 − 2Λ.
As already noted, these equations are instances of (3.4). Moreover, when D is parallel, (3.4)(f)&(˜f) give,
respectively,
Ψ2 + 2Λ = 0 = Ψ˜2 + 2Λ.
Observe from the second pair of (6.1.38) that
D(ρ− ρ˜) = ρ˜2 − ρ2 = (ρ˜− ρ)(ρ˜+ ρ). (6.1.40)
Hence, the propagation of ρ − ρ˜ is unaffected by curvature. Moreover, ρ − ρ˜ ≡ 0 is a solution along C0,
whence the unique solution which vanishes at any point, i.e., if ρ = ρ˜ at any point on C0, this equality is
valid everywhere along C0.
Defining, for two Jacobi fields V a and W a along C0,
Σ(V,W ) :=
VaDW
a −WaDV a
2
(6.1.41)
one readily computes
D
(
Σ(V,W )
)
=
1
2
(VaD
2W a −WaD2V a) = 1
2
(Rabcdℓ
aW bℓcV d −RabcdℓaV bℓcW d) = 0,
whence Σ is a well defined symplectic form on the space of Jacobi fields along C0. Putting W
a =: ωℓa +
ξ˜ma + ξm˜A + χna, then from (6.1.16 & 19), one computes
Σ(V,W ) =
(ρ− ρ˜)(ζξ˜ − ζ˜ξ) + (τ˜ + α+ β˜)(νξ − ζχ) + (τ + α˜+ β)(νξ˜ − ζ˜χ)
2
. (6.1.42)
Suppose ND vanishes along C0 so that DZ =MDZ and DMD = −M2D. Since the null tetrad is parallel
along C0, each tangent space TvM along C0 can be identified with R
4 by identifying the null tetrad in TvM
with the standard basis of R4. Then DZ =MDZ may be viewed as a nonautonomous linear system of first-
order ODE’s in R4. Let {Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4} be the fundamental system of solutions to this system satisfying
Zi(0) = ei, i = 1, . . . , 4, the elements of the standard basis. Let Ξ denote the matrix whose j’th column
consists of the components of Zj with respect to the standard basis, whence det(Ξ) is the Wronskian of the
system of ODE’s. So, DΞ =MDΞ but D
2Ξ = 0, whence the entries of Ξ are linear in v. Write Ξ = Ξ1v+Ξ2,
for some elements Ξ1, Ξ2 of R(4). Now Ξ2 = Ξ(0) = 14, by construction. Also, Ξ1 = DΞ = MDΞ entails
Ξ1 =MD(0)Ξ(0) =MD(0) and
MD = Ξ1Ξ
−1 =MD(0)
(
MD(0)v + 14
)−1
, (6.1.43)
which determines the entries of MD along C0 in terms of their initial values.
6.1.44 Example
Consider the distribution D = 〈∂u〉R of (6.1.33). From (5.6 & 11), (6.1.19 & 36), one finds
MD =
1
2

0 0 −c1 a1
0 0 −b1 c1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 ND = 1
2

0 0 c11 −a11
0 0 b11 −c11
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 . (6.1.44a)
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As M2
D
= 0, (6.1.37) reduces to DMD = −ND, which is obvious from (6.1.44a). Clearly, ND vanishes along
C0 iff a, b, and c are linear functions of u along C0. If indeed
1
2
(−c a
−b c
)
= Au+B, A, B ∈ R(2),
then MD =
(
02
02
A
02
)
, which is constant along C0. Hence, in (6.1.43), MD =MD(0) and MDv+14 =
(
12
02
Av
12
)
which has inverse
(
12
02
−Av
12
)
, whence MD(MDv + 14)
−1 =MD.
One also computes that Σ vanishes identically for this example.
Now consider orthogonal connecting vector fields V a, so ν ≡ 0. As before, the projection π(V a) can be
represented by the qa of (6.1.20). The behaviour of qa is given by (6.1.22). As before, one identifies each Mv
along C0 with R
2 by identifying {m˜a,ma} with the standard basis of R2. If one puts
X :=
(
ζ
ζ˜
)
QD :=
(
Φ00 Ψ0
Ψ˜0 Φ00
)
, (6.1.45)
then from (6.1.22 & 35) DX = PDX and D
2X = −QDX and one derives
DPD = −(P 2D +QD), (6.1.46)
exactly as for (6.1.37). These equations (6.1.37) are just the middle pair of the four pairs in (6.1.38). To the
observations (6.1.39–40) one can add the following observation. If A(v) is any quantity along C0 satisfying
DA = (trPD)A, then
D
(
(ρ− ρ˜)A) = (ρ˜2 − ρ2)A+ (ρ2 − ρ˜2)A = 0, (6.1.47)
i.e., (ρ− ρ˜)A is constant along C0.
For orthogonal connecting vector fields V a and W a, (6.1.42) reduces to
Σ(V,W ) =
1
2
(ρ− ρ˜)(ζξ˜ − ζ˜ξ). (6.1.48)
In particular, Σ is well defined on sections of the bundle Q over C0. Since A := (ζξ˜ − ζ˜ξ)/2 is a constant
multiple of the Wronskian of (6.1.22) it satisfies A˙ = (trPD)A, whence the constancy of Σ(V,W ) along C0
is, in this case, an instance of (6.1.47).
If QD ≡ 0 on C0, one can repeat the argument leading to (6.1.43) with Ξ now the matrix of fundamental
solutions of DX = PDX satisfying Ξ(0) = 12, obtaining
PD(v) = PD(0)
(
PD(0)v + 12
)−1
. (6.1.49)
When PD is nonsingular (ρρ˜ 6= σσ˜), then DPD = −P 2D is equivalent to P−1D (DPD)P−1D = −12; from
02 = D(P
−1
D
PD) = D(P
−1
D
)PD+P
−1
D
DPD, one therefore deduces D(P
−1
D
) = −P−1
D
(DPD)P
−1
D
= 12, whence
P−1
D
= 12v + C, for some C ∈ R(2), viz., C = [PD(0)]−1. This result, P = (12v + C)−1, is equivalent to
(6.1.49) when PD(0) is invertible. As
C =
[
P (0)
]−1
=
1
d
(
ρ˜0 −σ0
−σ˜0 ρ0
)
, d := ρ0ρ˜0 − σ0σ˜0,
then P (v) = (12v + C)
−1 = PD(0)
(
PD(0)v + 12
)
amounts to
ρ =
ρ0 + vd
1 + v(ρ0 + ρ˜0) + v2d
ρ˜ =
ρ˜0 + vd
1 + v(ρ0 + ρ˜0) + v2d
(6.1.50)
σ =
σ0
1 + v(ρ0 + ρ˜0) + v2d
σ˜ =
σ˜0
1 + v(ρ0 + ρ˜0) + v2d
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For the example of (6.1.33 & 44), PD is in fact singular. Now QD ≡ 0 along C0 iff b is a linear function of
u, and then DPD = 0. Substituting PD(0) =
(
0
0
σ0
0
)
into (6.1.49) yields
PD(u) =
(
0 σ0
0 0
)(
1 σ0u
0 1
)−1
=
(
0 σ0
0 0
)(
1 −σ0u
0 1
)
=
(
0 σ0
0 0
)
,
which is (6.1.50) upon substituting ρ0 = ρ˜0 = σ˜0 = d = 0.
Another way to express the geometric content of (6.1.25–27) is as follows. Recalling (6.1.21), along
C0 one has, in general, the scalar product spaces (Qv, hv). Let [X ] and [Y ] be elements of Qv = D⊥v /Dv,
so [X ] has representatives of the form Xa = ζm˜a + ζ˜ma + ηℓa, with η arbitrary, say, and [Y ] of the
form Y a = ξm˜a + ξ˜ma + ωℓa, with ω arbitrary, say. If eabcd denotes the volume form of (M, g), consider
eabcdX
aY bncℓd. Under (6.1.5), eabcdX
aY bncℓd 7→ eabcdXaY b(λλ˜)−1nc(λλ˜)ℓd = eabcdXaY bncℓd, the other
terms in the transformation of nc in (6.1.5) contributing no nonzero terms as eabcd|D⊥ = 0 since D⊥ is three
dimensional. Hence
Ω
(
[X ], [Y ]
)
:= eabcdX
aY bncℓd, (6.1.51)
is a well defined skew form on each Qv. Explicitly
Ω
(
[X ], [Y ]
)
= eabcd(ζm˜
a + ζ˜ma)(ξm˜b + ξ˜mb)ncℓd
= (ζξ˜ − ζ˜ξ)eabcdℓam˜bncmd
= ζξ˜ − ζ˜ξ. (6.1.52)
Now, in each Mv, with T a := (m˜a −ma)/
√
2 and Sa := (m˜a +ma)/
√
2, {T a, Sa} is a Ψ-ON basis, and if
one chooses the orientation class [T, Z] = [m˜,m] on Mv, then one readily checks that the volume form on
Mv is ma ∧ m˜b = ma ⊗ m˜b − m˜a ⊗mb, whence the area of the parallelogram spanned by ζm˜a + ζ˜ma and
ξm˜a + ξma is ζξ˜ − ζ˜ξ. By (6.1.21), one may take this expression as the volume for (Qv, hv), i.e., Ω is the
volume form for (Qv, hv).
Now consider the automorphism Fv of Mv defined by Fv : m˜
a 7→ −m˜a, : ma 7→ ma, i.e., Fv is a product
structure on each Mv. Observe that
sv
(
Fv(ζm˜
a + ζ˜ma), ξm˜a + ξ˜ma
)
= (−ζm˜a + ζ˜ma)(ξm˜a + ξ˜ma) = ζξ˜ − ζ˜ξ.
One readily checks that Fv is anti-orthogonal, equivalently (as F
2
v = 1) skew-adjoint. Clearly, Fv induces
an automorphism (also denoted Fv) on Qv such that F 2v = 1, Fv is an anti-orthogonal automorphism of
(Qv, hv) (whence skew-adjoint) and Ω( , ) = hv(Fv , ), i.e., (hv, Fv,Ω) is a (linear) paraHermitian structure
on Qv.
When D is auto-parallel, with V a andW a again orthogonal connecting vector fields along C0, then from
(6.1.48) one notes that at any point
Σv(V,W ) =
ρ− ρ˜
2
Ω
(
πv(V ), πv(W )
)
. (6.1.53)
Note that neither h nor Ω (or the equivalents in Mv) are D-parallel along C0, though Fv is by construction.
With Xa and Y a in D⊥ as above, since ℓb∇bℓa = 0 and with ℓb∇aℓb = 0, the expression XaY b∇aℓb
depends only on [X ] and [Y ] and defines a tensor on Qv:
Tv
(
[X ], [Y ]
)
:= XaY b∇aℓb. (6.1.54)
Suppressing the subscript v, Tab = T(ab) + T[ab], where T[ab] ∝ Ω, since Qv is two dimensional. Indeed,
evaluating (6.1.54) yields
T
(
[X ], [Y ]
)
= (ζm˜a + ζ˜ma)(ξm˜b + ξ˜mb)∇aℓb
= ζξm˜am˜b∇aℓb + ζξ˜m˜amb∇aℓb + ζ˜ξmam˜b∇aℓb + ζ˜ ξ˜mamb∇aℓb
= −(ζξσ˜ + ζξ˜ρ+ ζ˜ξρ˜+ ζ˜ ξ˜σ).
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It follows that one can represent Tab in Mv by
−(σm˜am˜b + σ˜mamb) + ρ+ ρ˜
2
sab +
ρ− ρ˜
2
Ωab.
Denoting the first tensor by Sab it is easy to see that it induces a well defined symmetric and trace free
tensor (which I shall also denote by Sab) on Qu. Thus, one can write
Tab = Sab +
ρ+ ρ˜
2
hab +
ρ− ρ˜
2
Ωab. (6.1.55)
This tensorial expression is an alternative formulation of the information contained in (6.1.25–27).
Let D1 and D2 be two auto-parallel null distributions of type I in (M, g) with a common integral curve
C. Assume Frobenius coordinates have been chosen for each distribution so that integral curves are affinely
parametrized. Since v1 and v2 are both affine parametrizations for C, v1 = av2 + b, for constants a and b,
and one can replace v2 by av2 + b everywhere on its domain in order to employ a single affine parameter v
for C valid for both distributions; whence ℓa1 = ℓ
a
2 on C. Furthermore, when imposing the A-P condition,
one can choose the null tetrads for the two distributions to coincide along C. Hence, one obtains a common
identification of TvM along C with R
4, of
(D⊥i )v with R3, and of (Qi)v with R2, i = 1, 2 and, indeed,
identifications of D⊥1 with D⊥2 and Q1 with Q2, along C. Along C, each distribution defines PDi(v) as in
(6.1.22), and these may be viewed as endomorphisms of a common spaceM∼= R1,1 (obtained by identifying
each Mv using the D-parallel m˜
a and ma) which represents Q on C (which results from identifying the Qv
with each other, as before).
With these arrangements, it follows that D1 and D2 have a common orthogonal connecting vector field
iff DX = PD1X = PD2X , with X now as in (6.1.45). Hence, det(PD1 − PD2) = 0 along C is a necessary
condition. Now
det(PD1 − PD2) = (ρ1 − ρ2)(ρ˜1 − ρ˜2)− (σ1 − σ2)(σ˜1 − σ˜2).
By direct computation, using (6.1.38),
D
(
det(PD1 − PD2)
)
= −(ρ1 + ρ˜1 + ρ2 + ρ˜2) det(PD1 − PD2). (6.1.56)
Hence, if det(PD1 −PD2) vanishes at any point of C, it vanishes all along C. Assuming PD1 6= PD2 , then the
nullity of PD1−PD2 is constant along C, either one or zero. So, when det(PD1−PD2) = 0, ker(PD1−PD2) is a
well defined line bundle along C whose sections are the common solutions of (6.1.22) for the two distributions.
A common solution qa may be obtained as the projection of unique orthogonal connecting vector fields V ai
for Di by choosing V ai = qa + ηiℓa where ηiℓa is determined by the appropriate first order ODE in (6.1.19)
subject to the same initial condition at v = 0. Since π1(V
a
1 ) = π2(V
a
2 ), and is represented by q
a ∈ Mv,
qa connects C to another integral curve common to both distributions (at least locally), though the two
distributions will not have a common parametrization for this other integral curve unless V a1 = V
a
2 .
Note that the condition det(PD1 − PD2) = 0 is precisely that PD1 and PD2 are null separated in the
standard split-Quaternion structure of R(2). Thus, at any point p on C, P := R(2) ∼= R2,2 represents the
possible one-dimensional null distributions containing C0. For a given such D, the different values of PD at
different points on C may be viewed as different coordinatizations of P . With this interpretation, (6.1.56)
indicates that only the conformal geometry of P plays a role. As such, the conformal compactification of
P ∼= R2,2 may be useful for describing null congruences for which ρ, ρ˜, σ, or σ˜ become infinite on C.
6.2 Null Distributions of Type II
Let N be a null distribution of type II on (M, g), i.e., each Np, p ∈ M , is totally null. The quadric
Grassmannian Q2(R2,2), as is well known, consists of two components Q+2 (R2,2) and Q−2 (R2,2), whose
elements are called α-planes and β-planes respectively, see [17] §2 for further details.
I will suppose (M, g) is orientable so that N is either a distribution of α-planes or a distribution of
β-planes; in other words, the bivectors formed from local frames for the distribution are self-dual (SD) or
anti-self-dual (ASD) respectively. An α-plane has a spinor description as
Z[π] := { ηAπA
′
: some fixed [πA
′
] ∈ PS′; ηA ∈ S }
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while a β-plane has a spinor description as
W[η] := { ηAπA
′
: some fixed [ηA] ∈ PS; πA′ ∈ S′ }.
Clearly, the α-plane Z[π] at p ∈ M is determined by the projective spinor [πA
′
] and, at least locally, a
distribution of α-planes is equivalent to a section of the bundle PS′ of projective primed spinors (globally
so when (M, g) is SO+-orientable). The (local) field [πA
′
] is called the projective spinor field associated to
the distribution N which, therefore, may be denoted Z[π]. Similar remarks apply to the case of distributions
of β-planes. By a choice of orientation, one may restrict attention to distributions of α-planes, which for
convenience I shall call α-distributions.
For an α-distribution Z[π], a local spinor field whose projectivization equals [π
A′ ] is called a local
scaled representative (LSR) for the distribution. In terms of an LSR, the condition for integrability of the
α-distribution Z[π] is
πA′π
B′∇BB′πA
′
= 0, (6.2.1)
which is valid for all LSRs if for any. In the context of Lorentzian geometry, (6.2.1) characterizes shear-
free null geodesic congruences, see [23] §7.3–4. Pleban´ski and Hacyan [26] recognized that in the context
of complex general relativity (6.2.1) relates to totally null two-surfaces rather than null curves; see also
[23] (7.3.18). Four-dimensional neutral geometry is more analogous to complex general relativity than to
Lorentzian geometry.
Note that (6.2.1) is also the condition for the distribution to be auto-parallel. I now restrict attention
to integrable, therefore auto-parallel, α-distributions. By (6.1.7), the integrable surfaces, called α-surfaces,
are totally geodesic and ∇a induces a linear connection within α-surfaces.
Working locally, pick an LSR πA
′
as the first element of a primed spin frame: oA
′
:= πA
′
. The freedom
in construction of spin frames satisfying this choice is
oA
′ 7→ λ˜oA′ ιA′ 7→ λ˜−1ιA′ + µ˜oA′
oA 7→ αoA + βιA ιA 7→ γoA + διA.
(6.2.2)
With A :=
(
α
β
γ
δ
)
∈ SL(2;R), the freedom is the subgroup
{(
A,
(
λ˜ µ˜
0 λ˜−1
))
: A ∈ SL(2;R), λ˜ ∈ R∗, ν˜ ∈ R
}
of SL(2;R)× SL(2;R). The resulting freedom in the corresponding null tetrad is
ℓa 7→ λ˜(αℓa + βm˜a) na 7→ µ˜(γℓa + δm˜a) + λ˜−1(γma + δna)
m˜a 7→ λ˜(γℓa + δm˜a) ma 7→ µ˜(αℓa + βm˜a) + λ˜−1(αma + βna). (6.2.3)
From (2.9), (6.2.1) is equivalent to
κ˜ = σ˜ = 0 (6.2.4)
for the above choice of spin frames. It then follows from (3.4)(b˜) that Ψ˜0 = 0, i.e., [π
A′ ] is a Weyl principal
spinor (WPS).
Recalling that WPSs for neutral metrics in four dimensions may be complex valued, see [16], one may
ask whether complex-valued solutions of (6.2.1) yield complex WPSs? Recall first (from [16]) that a complex
WPS πA
′
= γA
′
+ iδA
′
, γA
′
, δA
′ ∈ S′, is required to satisfy πA′πA′ = −2iγA′δA′ 6= 0 in order that it
not be trivially complex, i.e., not just a complex scalar multiple of a real WPS. In order to emphasize the
neutral signature in my treatment, I will employ only spin frames from S′ and S when taking components of
C-valued spinors; using complex frames from CS′ and CS in effect means complexifying, whence ignoring
the signature. In particular, the spin coefficients are always R-valued quantities. Thus, I will refrain from
choosing a C-valued solution of (6.2.1) as an element of a spin frame.
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6.2.5 Interpretation of Complex Solutions of (6.2.1)
Just as an R-valued spinor field defines a rank-two subbundle of the tangent bundle TM (i.e., a two-
dimensional distribution on M), a C-valued spinor field πA
′
defines a rank-two subbundle H := { ηAπA′ :
ηA ∈ CS } of the complexified tangent bundle CTM (a two-(complex-)dimensional smooth complex distri-
bution on M). The condition that (local) sections of H be closed under the taking of Lie brackets, which
I denote by [H,H ] ≤ H , is still (6.2.1). Since CTM = H ⊕H , the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem ensures
that the almost complex structure J , induced on M by CTM = H ⊕ H in the standard manner, is inte-
grable. In particular, there exist local coordinates (x1, . . . , x4) such that zj := xj + ix2+j , j = 1 , 2 are
holomorphic coordinates with respect to this complex structure; i.e., H = 〈∂z1 , ∂z2〉C and is identified with
the holomorphic tangent space in the standard fashion. In particular, there are complex spinor fields ζAj
such that ζAj π
A′ = ∂zj , i.e., are holomorphic.
Of course, πA
′
is a solution of (6.2.1) iff πA
′
is, the latter determining the distribution H and the
conjugate complex structure; these obvious facts are consistent with the fact that πA
′
is a WPS iff πA
′
is.
With K denoting either R or C, consider K-valued solutions of (6.2.1); (6.2.1) is equivalent to each of
the following:
Sa := πB′∇aπB
′
= ωAπA′ Ta := π
B′∇AB′πA′ = ηAπA′ , (6.2.6)
for some spinor fields ωA and ηA. One may then write
∇bπA′ = VbπA′ + ωBπB′ξA′ , (6.2.7)
where ξA
′
is chosen to satisfy ξD
′
πD′ = 1 and Vb is some vector satisfying π
B′Vb = ηB (whence Vb =
αBπB′ − ηBξB′ , for some αB). One then computes
(∇bπA′)(∇bπA
′
) = 2(ηDωD). (6.2.8)
6.2.9 Proposition
Let πA
′
be a smooth K-valued spinor field on M satisfying (6.2.1). Then [πA
′
] is a WPS.
Proof. From (6.2.6),
πB
′
πC
′∇BC′Sb = πB
′
πC
′∇BC′(ωBπB′) = 0
using (6.2.1). Hence,
0 = πB
′
πC
′∇BC′(πA′∇bπA
′
) = πA′π
B′πC
′∇BC′∇bπA
′
+ (πC
′∇BC′πA′)(πB
′∇bπA
′
).
The second term on the right is (ηBπA′)(ηBπ
A′) = 0, so
0 = πA
′
πB
′
πC
′∇BC′∇BB′πA′
= πA
′
πB
′
πC
′
[ C′B′ +
1
2
ǫC′B′ ]πA′ using (A.5)
= πA
′
πB
′
πC
′
C′B′πA′
= πA
′
πB
′
πC
′[
Ψ˜C′B′A′E′π
E′ − Λ(πC′ǫB′A′ + ǫC′A′πB′)
]
by (A.6)
= Ψ˜A′B′C′D′π
A′πB
′
πC
′
πD
′
,
i.e., [πA
′
] is a WPS.
6.2.10 Remark
From (6.2.9), if at a point p ∈M , for each [πA′ ] ∈ PS′p there is an integrable α-distribution whose plane at
p is of the form Z[π], then Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ vanishes at p.
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In the context of complex general relativity, Penrose ([23] p. 168 and references cited there) observed
that for each point p of a complex space-time and for each α-plane Z at p, there is an α-surface Z with
TpZ = Z iff Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ = 0. LeBrun & Mason, [19] §3, provide a proof of this result in the context of
four-dimensional neutral geometry. In fact, Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ vanishes iff at each point p and for each [π
A′ ] ∈ PS′p
there exists (locally) an integrable α-distribution Z such that Z = Z[π] at p.
By (6.2.9), (6.2.1) is a sufficient condition for [πA
′
], real or complex, to be a WPS. Is it necessary?
In Lorentzian geometry (and complex GR), the relationship between solutions of (6.2.1) and WPS’s is
addressed by the (generalized) Goldberg-Sachs Theorem (see [23] (7.3.35) and [26]). With minor modifica-
tions, one can carry over [23] (7.3.35) to the current circumstances. Several preliminary lemmas will in fact
be of subsequent utility, and since as a matter of principle it is important to distinguish the cases of real and
complex spinors, I present the argument in full.
6.2.11 Lemma
For any K-valued solution πA
′
of (6.2.1), and noting (6.2.6),
ωA = ∇AD′πD
′ − ηA.
Proof. One computes
ωAπA′ = πB′∇aπB
′
= −πB′ (∇A(A′πB′) +∇A[A′πB′])
= −1
2
πB
′
(
∇AA′πB′ +∇AB′πA′ + ǫA′B′∇AD′πD
′
)
=
1
2
(
ωAπA′ − ηAπA′ + πA′∇AD′πD
′
)
and the result follows immediately.
6.2.12 Lemma
For any K-valued solution πA
′
of (6.2.1),
πC′π
B′∇a∇bπC
′
= ωA(ηB − ωB)πA′ .
Proof. From (6.2.1),
0 = ∇a(πC′πB
′∇bπC
′
)
= (∇aπC′)(πB
′∇bπC
′
) + πC′(∇aπB
′
)(∇bπC
′
) + πC′π
B′∇a∇bπC
′
= (∇aπC′)(ηBπC
′
) + (∇aπB
′
)(ωBπB′) + πC′π
B′∇a∇bπC
′
= (−ωAπA′)ηB + (ωAπA′)ωB + πC′πB
′∇a∇bπC
′
= ωA(ωB − ηB)πA′ + πC′πB
′∇a∇bπC
′
.
6.2.13 Lemma
For any K-valued spinor field πA
′
πB
′∇b∇aπC
′
= πB
′∇a∇bπC
′
+ πA′ΦBA
C′
D′π
D′ + ǫBAΨ˜A′B′
C′
D′π
B′πD
′ − ΛǫBAπA′πC
′
; (a)
πB
′∇BB′∇BD′πD
′
= πB
′∇BD′∇BB′πD
′
. (b)
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When πA
′
is a solution of (6.2.1):
πC′π
B′∇b∇aπC
′
= (ηB − ωB)ωAπA′ − πA′ΦBAC′D′πC
′
πD
′ − ǫBAΨ˜A′B′C′D′πB
′
πC
′
πD
′
(c)
Proof. Formula (a) follows directly from (A.3–6). Formula (b) follows from (a) upon contracting B on A
and C′ on A′. Formula (c) follows from (a) upon transvection by πC′ and substitution of (6.2.12) for the
first term on the right-hand side.
6.2.14 Lemma
For any K-valued solution πA
′
of (6.2.1):
λA′ := πA′π
B′∇BB′ηB = Ψ˜A′B′C′D′πB
′
πC
′
πD
′
,
whence λA′ = 0 is equivalent to [π
A′ ] being a multiple WPS.
Proof. From (6.2.6), ηB(πB
′∇BB′πA′) = 0, so
λA′ = λA′ + η
BπB
′∇BB′πA′
= πB
′
(πA′∇BB′ηB + ηB∇BB′πA′)
= πB
′∇BB′(ηBπA′)
= πB
′∇BB′(πC
′∇BC′πA′)
= (πB
′∇BB′πC
′
)(∇BC′πA′) + πB
′
πC
′∇BB′∇BC′πA′
= (ηBπ
C′)∇BC′πA′ + πB
′
πC
′
( B′C′ +
1
2
ǫB′C′ )πA′ using (A.5)
= ηBη
BπA′ + π
B′πC
′
B′C′πA′ ,
and the desired result follows now from (A.6).
6.2.15 Lemma
For any K-valued solution πA
′
of (6.2.1):
µA′ := πA′π
B′∇BB′∇BD′πD
′ − πA′ηB∇BD′πD
′
= Ψ˜A′B′C′D′π
B′πC
′
πD
′
= λA′ .
Proof. From the proof of (6.2.12), one obtains upon transvecting by ǫAB
0 = ǫAB∇a(πC′πB
′∇bπC
′
)
= ǫAB
[
ωA(ωB − ηB)πA′ + πC′πB
′∇a∇bπC
′]
= (ωDηD)πA′ + πC′π
B′ǫAB∇a∇bπC
′
. (∗)
Now,
πB
′
πC
′∇BA′∇BB′πC′ = πB
′
ǫA′
D′πC
′∇BD′∇BB′πC′
= πB
′
ǫD
′F ′ǫA′F ′π
C′∇BD′∇BB′πC′
= πB
′
ǫD
′F ′ [ǫF ′A′πC′∇BD′∇BB′πC
′
]
= πB
′
ǫD
′F ′ [πF ′∇BD′∇BB′πA′ − πA′∇BD′∇BB′πF ′ ]
= πB
′
πD
′∇BD′∇BB′πA′ − πB
′
πA′∇BD′∇BB′πD
′
= πB
′
πD
′
( D′B′ +
1
2
ǫD′B′ )πA′ − πB
′
πA′∇BD′∇BB′πD
′
using (A.5)
= Ψ˜A′B′C′D′π
B′πC
′
πD
′ − πB′πA′∇BD′∇BB′πD
′
using (A.6)
= Ψ˜A′B′C′D′π
B′πC
′
πD
′ − πB′πA′∇BB′∇BD′πD
′
, using (6.2.13b).
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Substituting from (∗) into this last equation and rearranging terms yields
πB
′
πA′∇BB′∇BD′πD
′
+ (ωDηD)πA′ = Ψ˜A′B′C′D′π
B′πC
′
πD
′
. (†)
Transvecting (6.2.11) by ηA and substituting for the second term on the left-hand side of (†) yields the
desired result.
6.2.16 Lemma
For a K-valued solution of (6.2.1), the necessary and sufficient condition for a smooth (local) solution φ of
πB
′∇AB′φ = γA, (6.2.16a)
for a given smooth spinor field γA (without loss of generality, take γ
A to be R-valued when πA
′
is R-valued),
is
πA
′
πB
′∇AB′γA = γAπB
′∇AB′πA
′
. (6.2.16b)
Proof. This lemma amounts to a classical integrability result, which I demonstrate by a variation of the
proof in [23] (7.3.20). When πA
′
is R valued, Z[π] is an integrable distribution of TM and the Frobenius
theorem provides local coordinates (x1, . . . , x4), say, such that Z[π] = 〈∂x1 , ∂x2〉R. When πA′ isC valued, Z[π]
is, as described in (6.2.5), a two-(complex)-dimensional distribution in CTM and the Newlander-Nirenberg
theorem provides local holomorphic coordinates (z1, z2), say, such that Z[π] = 〈∂z1 , ∂z2〉C. To treat the two
cases together, for i = 1, 2, let ∂i denote ∂xi and ∂zi in the real and complex cases respectively, and let X
i
stand for xi in the real case and zi in the complex case. Then, ∂i = ζ
A
i π
A′ , for some spinors ζAi , which must
be linearly independent. (6.2.16a) is equivalent to the pair of PDEs: ∂iφ = ζ
A
i γA, i = 1, 2; i.e., to the single
equation ♦φ = ψ, where ♦ denotes the exterior derivative in the two coordinates (X1, X2), i.e., the exterior
derivative on integral surfaces of Z[π], in the real case and the ∂ operator in the complex case, and where
ψ = (ζA1 γA)dX
1 + (ζA2 γA)dX
2. Thus solvability of the equation reduces to the relevant Poincare´ lemma (in
the complex case, the conjugate of the Dolbeault-Grothendieck lemma), i.e., to the ♦-closure of ψ, i.e., to
∂1(ζ
A
2 γA) = ∂2(ζ
A
1 γA). Write out this condition as
(ζB1 π
B′∇bζA2 )γA + (ζB1 πB
′∇bγA)ζA2 = (ζB2 πB
′∇bζA1 )γA + (ζB2 πB
′∇bγA)ζA1
and then rearrange terms to obtain, with ζ2 · ζ1 := ζA2 ζB1 ǫBA,
(ζB1 π
B′∇bζA2 − ζB2 πB
′∇bζA1 )γA = ζA1 ζB2 πB
′∇bγA − ζA2 ζB1 πB
′∇bγA
= (ζA1 ζ
B
2 − ζA2 ζB1 )πB
′∇bγA
= (ζ2 · ζ1)ǫABπB
′∇bγA
= (ζ2 · ζ1)πB
′∇AB′γA. (∗)
But,
0 = [ζB1 π
B′ , ζC2 π
C′ ]a
= ζB1 π
B′∇b(ζA2 πA
′
)− ζB2 πB
′∇b(ζA1 πA
′
)
= (ζB1 π
B′∇bζA2 − ζB2 πB
′∇bζA1 )πA
′
+ (ζA2 ζ
B
1 − ζA1 ζB2 )πB
′∇bπA
′
= (ζB1 π
B′∇bζA2 − ζB2 πB
′∇bζA1 )πA
′
+ (ζ1 · ζ2)ǫABπB
′∇bπA
′
= (ζB1 π
B′∇bζA2 − ζB2 πB
′∇bζA1 )πA
′
+ (ζ1 · ζ2)πB
′∇AB′πA
′
.
Transvecting through the last equation by γA yields
(ζB1 π
B′∇bζA2 − ζB2 πB
′∇bζA1 )γAπA
′
= (ζ2 · ζ1)γAπB
′∇AB′πA
′
.
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Thus, the integrability condition (∗) is equivalent to
(ζ2 · ζ1)γAπB
′∇AB′πA
′
= (ζ2 · ζ1)πA
′
πB
′∇AB′γA,
i.e., to (6.2.16b). (As an aside, (6.2.16b) can be directly obtained as a necessary condition as follows:
πA
′
πB
′∇AB′γA = πA
′
πB
′∇AB′(πC
′∇AC′φ)
= πA
′
(πB
′∇AB′πC
′
)∇AC′φ+ πA
′
πB
′
πC
′∇AB′∇AC′φ
= πA
′
(ηAπC
′
)∇AC′φ+ 0 since the second summand is skew in the subcripts B′ and C′
= ηAπA
′
γA
= γAπ
B′∇AB′πA
′
.)
6.2.17 Generalized Goldberg-Sachs Theorem (GGST)
On (M, g), with Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ nonzero, consider the following three statements for a (possibly local) smooth
K-valued projective spinor field [πA
′
]:
(i) [πA
′
] is a WPS of multiplicity p (2 ≤ p ≤ 4);
(ii) each LSR πA
′
of [πA
′
] satisfies (6.2.1);
(iii) for each LSR πA
′
of [πA
′
],
πA
′
. . . πC
′︸ ︷︷ ︸
5−q
∇DD′Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ = 0.
Then:
(i) + (ii) ⇒ (iii) (with q=p)
(i) + (iii) (with q=p) ⇒ (ii)
(ii) + (iii) (with q=2) ⇒ (i) (for some p, 2 ≤ p ≤ 4).
Proof. Condition (i) entails 0 = Ψ˜A′B′C′D′π
A′πB
′
πC
′
, whence
0 = ∇DD′(Ψ˜A′B′C′D′πA
′
πB
′
πC
′
) = πA
′
πB
′
πC
′∇DD′Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ + 3Ψ˜A′B′C′D′πA
′
πB
′∇DD′πC
′
. (1)
For convenience, take p = 2 in (i); the following argument requires only simple modification for p = 3, 4.
With p = 2, (i) is equivalent to
Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ =
{
Ψπ(A′πB′βC′γD′), π
A′ real;
Ψπ(A′πB′πC′πD′), π
A′ complex;
(2)
for some nonzero real scalar Ψ, where in the real case real spinors βA′ and γA′ satisfy π
D′βD′ 6= 0, πD′γD′ 6= 0,
while in the complex case πD
′
πD′ 6= 0. Note that a complex πA′ can only be a multiple WPS with p = 2.
From (2),
Ψ˜A′B′C′D′π
A′πB
′
=
{
Ψ
6 (π
E′βE′)(π
F ′γF ′)πC′πD′ , π
A′ real;
Ψ
6 (π
E′πE′)
2πC′πD′ , π
A′ complex;
in either case, Ψ˜A′B′C′D′π
A′πB
′
= λπC′πD′ , for some nonzero (real) scalar λ. Substituting into (1) yields
0 = πA
′
πB
′
πC
′∇DD′Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ + 3λπC′πD′∇DD
′
πC
′
.
The first two implications of the theorem follow immediately.
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Now consider the third implication. By (6.2.9), (ii) entails [πA
′
] is a WPS. Hence, Ψ˜A′B′C′D′π
A′πB
′
πC
′
=
λπD′ , for some λ; the aim is to prove λ = 0. Differentiation of the last equation yields
πA
′
πB
′
πC
′∇DD′Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ + 3Ψ˜A′B′C′D′πA
′
πB
′∇DD′πC′ = πD′∇DD
′
λ+ λ∇DD′πD′ . (3)
The first term on the left-hand side of (3) vanishes by (iii)(q = 2). Writing Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ = π(A′αB′βC′γD′), for
some αA′ , βA′ , and γA′ , then
λ =
πA
′
πB
′
πC
′
α(A′βB′γC′)
4
, (4)
and the second term on the left-hand side of (3) is
3
[
6
24
(
α(A′βB′γD′)πC′ + α(A′βB′γC′)πD′
)]
πA
′
πB
′∇DD′πC′
=
3
4
[
πA
′
πB
′
πD
′
ωDα(A′βB′γD′) − πA
′
πB
′
πC
′
ηDα(A′βB′γC′)
]
= 3λ[ωD − ηD]
having used (6.2.6) for the first equality and (4) for the second. Substituting this expression into (3), and
using (6.2.11) to rewrite the second term of the right-hand side of (3), gives
3λ(ωD − ηD) = πD′∇DD
′
λ− λ(ωD + ηD).
Allowing for the possibility that λ may be C-valued, if λ is nonzero at some point, one can choose a branch
of lnλ on some neighbourhood of that point. On that neighbourhood, one can rewrite the last equation as
πD
′∇DD′(ln λ) = 2ηD − 4ωD = 6ηD − 4∇DD′πD
′
(5)
on using (6.2.11) again. But (5) is of the form (6.2.16a) and must therefore satisfy (6.2.16b) with γA :=
6ηA − 4∇AD′πD′ , i.e.,
πA
′
πB
′∇AB′(6ηA − 4∇AD′πD
′
) = (6ηA − 4∇AD′πD
′
)πB
′∇AB′πA
′
= (6ηA − 4∇AD′πD
′
)ηAπA
′
by (6.2.6)
= −4πA′ηA∇AD′πD
′
.
Using the definitions in (6.2.14–15), the last equation can be written
−6λA′ = 6πA′πB′∇AB′ηA = 4πA
′
πB
′∇AB′∇AD′πD
′ − 4πA′ηA∇AD′πD
′
= 4µA
′
.
By (6.2.15), it follows that 0 = λA′ , whence by (6.2.13) 0 = Ψ˜A′B′C′D′π
B′πC
′
πD
′
, i.e., λ = 0 after all and
[πA
′
] is indeed a multiple WPS.
6.2.18 Corollary
For any K-valued solution [πA
′
] of (6.2.1), the condition ΦABA′B′π
A′πB
′
= 0 implies [πA
′
] is a multiple
WPS.
Proof. Observe that, for any solution of (6.2.1),
πC
′∇AC′(ΦABA′B′πA
′
πB
′
) = (πC
′∇AC′ΦABA′B′)πA
′
πB
′
+ 2(πC
′∇AC′πA
′
)ΦABA′B′π
B′
= (∇D′B Ψ˜A′B′C′D′)πA
′
πB
′
πC
′
+ 2ηAΦABA′B′π
A′πB
′
,
upon using a spinor Bianchi identity (A.7) and (6.2.6). Hence, ΦABA′B′π
A′πB
′
= 0 implies condition (iii) of
GGST (with q = 2), whence [πA
′
] is a multiple WPS by the GGST.
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6.2.19 Corollary
If (M, g) is Einstein, (i) and (ii) of the GGST are equivalent, i.e., the multiple WPSs of Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ are
precisely the solutions of (6.2.1). Explicitly: an Einstein (M, g) admits an integrable α-distribution Z[π] iff
[πA
′
] is a (real) multiple WPS; and admits a complex solution [πA
′
] of (6.2.1) iff [πA
′
] is a multiple WPS,
i.e., iff Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ ∝ π(A′πB′πC′πD′) ([16]).
Proof. The Einstein condition is ΦABA′B′ = 0, in which case the Bianchi equation (A.7) entails (iii) of
the GGST is trivial.
6.2.20 Remark
If a compact Einstein (M, g) admits a solution of (6.2.1), real or complex, then Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ is algebraically
special as just noted; in particular, Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ is not of type {1111}Ib, whence χ(M) ≤ 3τ(M)/2 ([15], [20]).
If ΨABCD is not of type {1111}Ib either, then in fact χ(M) ≤ −3|τ(M)|/2 ≤ 0.
In Lorentzian geometry there is a significant connexion between solutions of (6.2.1) and massless fields.
Though the physical interpretation of massless fields is lacking, the analogous constructions in the neutral
context may still be of geometrical interest. These constructions carry over from [23] routinely but I include
them for completeness.
6.2.21 Definition
A primed massless field of rank n on (M, g) is a smooth section φA′B′...L′ of
CS′ ⊙ · · · ⊙CS′︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
satisfying ∇AA′φA′B′...L′ = 0.
Such fields may, of course, be real valued. One may define unprimed massless fields similarly.
6.2.22 The Buchdahl Constraint
H. A. Buchdahl [3] discovered an algebraic consistency condition for the existence of massless fields, derived
as follows:
0 = ∇B′A ∇AA
′
φA′B′...L′
= (∇(B′A ∇A
′)A +∇[B′A ∇A
′]A)φA′B′...L′
= ( B
′A′ +
1
2
ǫB
′A′ )φA′B′...L′ by (A.5)
= A
′B′φA′B′...L′
= −X˜A′B′A′M
′
φM ′B′...L′ − X˜A
′B′
B′
M ′φA′M ′...L′ − X˜A
′B′
C′
M ′φA′B′M ′...L′ · · · − X˜A
′B′
L′
M ′φA′B′...M ′ ,
by [22] (4.9.12). The first two terms of the last expression vanish by [22] (4.6.6). By [22] (4.6.35), one then
obtains, for n ≥ 2,
0 = (n− 2)φA′B′C′(D′...K′Ψ˜L′)A
′B′C′ .
6.2.23 Lemma
If πA
′
is a principal spinor (PS, see [22], p. 162; [16]) of multiplicity k > 1 of a massless field φA′B′...L′ , then
πA
′
solves (6.2.1). (The result is local.)
Proof. By assumption:
φA′...G′H′...L′ π
H′ . . . πL
′︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
= νπA′ . . . πG′ , ν 6= 0, φA′...F ′G′...L′ πG
′
. . . πL
′︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k+1
= 0.
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Hence,
0 = ∇FF ′(φA′...F ′G′...L′πG
′
. . . πL
′
) (note that n− (n− k + 1) = k − 1 ≥ 1)
= φA′...F ′G′...L′∇FF
′
(πG
′
. . . πL
′
)
= (n− k + 1)φA′...F ′G′...L′πH
′
. . . πL
′∇FF ′πG′
= ν(n− k + 1)πA′ . . . πG′∇FF
′
πG
′
.
Noting that n− (n− k) = k ≥ 2, (6.2.1) follows.
6.2.24 Remark
Hence, if one can construct massless fields with a multiple PS πA
′
on (M, g), then πA
′
solves (6.2.1), whence
is a WPS by (6.2.9), and multiple according to the dictates of the GGST. A particular case is the following
result.
6.2.25 Lemma
If (M, g) admits a null massless field ([22], [16]) φA′B′...L′ = χπA′πB′ . . . πL′ , of rank n > 2, then [π
A′ ] is a
multiple WPS.
Proof. In this case, the Buchdahl constraint is 0 = πA′πB′πC′π(D′ . . . πK′Ψ˜L′)
A′B′C′ which, by [22]
(3.5.15), is equivalent to Ψ˜A′B′C′D′π
A′πB
′
πC
′
= 0.
A converse of (6.2.25) is provided by the analogue of results of Robinson and Sommers, see [23] (7.3.14).
6.2.26 Proposition
Let πA
′
be aK-valued solution of (6.2.1). If (n−2)Ψ˜A′B′C′D′πA′πB′πC′ = 0, then there exists a null massless
field φA′B′...L′ = χπA′πB′ . . . πL′ , χ a smooth function (positive when π
A′ is real), of rank n. The freedom in
χ is multiplication by exp(f), where f is any smooth function satisfying πB
′∇BB′f = 0. When πA′ is real,
f is constant on α-surfaces. When πA
′
is complex, all (complex) gradients from H of f vanish; in particular,
∂zif = 0, i = 1, 2, i.e., f is anti-holomorphic with respect to the induced complex structure described in
(6.2.5).
Proof. Take φA′B′...L′ as defined with χ to be determined. The massless field equations dictate
0 = ∇AA′(χπA′ . . . πL′) = πB′ . . . πL′πA′∇AA
′
χ+ χπB′ . . . πL′∇AA
′
πA′
+ χπC′ . . . πL′πA′∇AA
′
πB′ + . . .+ χπB′ . . . πK′πA′∇AA
′
πL′
= πB′ . . . πL′πA′∇AA
′
χ+ χ
(∇AA′πA′ − (n− 1)ηA)πB′ . . . πL′
upon using (6.2.6). Hence,
πA
′∇AA′(lnχ) = −∇AA′πA
′ − (n− 1)ηA. (∗)
To determine whether this equation is solvable, one checks the integrability condition of (6.2.16), which here
is:
πA
′
πB
′∇AB′
(−∇AD′πD′ − (n− 1)ηA) = −(∇AD′πD′ + (n− 1)ηA)πB′∇AB′πA′ .
By (6.2.6), the right-hand side simplifies to −πA′ηA∇AD′πD′ , whence one can write the integrability condi-
tion as
−πA′ηA∇AD′πD
′
= −πA′πB′∇AB′∇AD′πD
′ − (n− 1)πA′πB′∇AB′ηA,
i.e., as
πA
′
πB
′∇AB′∇AD′πD
′ − πA′ηA∇AD′πD
′
= (n− 1)πA′πB′∇AB′ηA.
By (6.2.15), the left-hand side is µA
′
while, by (6.2.14), the right-hand side is (n − 1)λA′ . Thus, the
integrability condition is µA
′
= (n − 1)λA′ , which by (6.2.14) amounts to (n − 2)Ψ˜A′B′C′D′πB′πC′πD′ .
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Granted this condition, (∗) admits a solution F , say, whence χ = exp(F ). The freedom in F is F 7→ F + f ,
where πB
′∇BB′f = 0, i.e., the freedom in χ is multiplication by exp(f).
6.2.27 Remark
Guillemin and Sternberg [10] characterized null rank two massless fields on the conformal compactification
of R2,2 while Hughston and Mason [12] generalized (6.2.25–26) to the conformal compactification of C2nE .
I will now largely concentrate on R-valued solutions of (6.2.1); the treatment of C-valued solutions
on the basis of (6.2.5) will be presented elsewhere. Therefore, let [πA
′
] be a (local) section of PS′whose
corresponding α-distribution Z[π] is integrable. Then, as noted previously: any LSR satisfies (6.2.1); Z[π] is
also auto-parallel; with respect to the spin frames (6.2.2), κ˜ = σ˜ = 0 (6.2.4); Sa, T a ∈ Z[π]. In general
oB′∇aoB
′
= τ˜ ℓa − ρ˜m˜a + κ˜na − σ˜ma oB
′∇AB′oA′ = β˜ℓa − ǫ˜m˜a − κ˜na + σ˜ma (6.2.28)
so, with respect to the spin frames (6.2.2)
ωA = τ˜ oA − ρ˜ιA ηA = β˜oA − ǫ˜ιA, whence ωDηD = τ˜ ǫ˜− ρ˜β˜. (6.2.29)
Under change of LSR, πA
′ 7→ λ˜πA′ ,
Sa 7→ λ˜2Sa, ωA 7→ λ˜ωA Ta 7→ λ˜2Ta+ λ˜πA′πB
′∇AB′ λ˜ ηA 7→ η˜A+πB
′∇AB′ λ˜. (6.2.30)
It will also be convenient to record the behaviour of relevant spin coefficients under the change (6.2.2) in
spin frames: (
κ˜
σ˜
)
7→ λ˜3 (τA)
(
κ˜
σ˜
) (
ρ˜
τ˜
)
7→ λ˜ (τA)
(
ρ˜
τ˜
)
+ λ˜2µ˜ (τA)
(
κ˜
σ˜
)
(6.2.31)(
ǫ˜
β˜
)
7→ λ˜ (τA)
(
ǫ˜
β˜
)
− λ˜2µ˜ (τA)
(
κ˜
σ˜
)
+ (τA)
(
Dλ˜
△λ˜
)
,
the first and second pair being of the same form as in (6.1.6). Notice that the vanishing of κ˜ and σ˜ is invariant,
as expected; the vanishing of ρ˜ and τ˜ is invariant when κ˜ = σ˜ = 0, whence in the present circumstances; but
the vanishing of β˜ and ǫ˜, even when κ˜ = σ˜ = 0, is only invariant under rescalings λ˜ which are constant on
α-surfaces. These facts reflect the scaling behaviour recorded in (6.2.30).
With this information at hand, now consider the significance of the quantities Ta and Sa. The behaviour
of Ta in (6.2.30) indicates its vanishing is related to a choice of LSR rather than the underlying geometry of
the α-distribution. Indeed:
6.2.32 Proposition
For aK-valued solution [πA
′
] of (6.2.1), there is an LSR satisfying Ta := π
B′∇AB′πA′ = 0 iff Ψ˜A′B′C′D′πB′πC′πD′ =
0, i.e., iff [πA
′
] is a multiple WPS.
Proof. For a solution of (6.2.1), Ta = 0 iff ηA = 0. Thus, Ta = 0 implies Ψ˜A′B′C′D′π
B′πC
′
πD
′
= 0 by
(6.2.14).
Conversely, given any LSR πA
′
, there is an LSR for which Ta = 0 iff there is a function f satisfying
0 = (fπB
′
)∇AB′(fπA′), i.e., iff 0 = fηAπA′ + πB′(∇AB′f)πA′ , i.e., iff πB′∇AB′(ln f) = −ηA. By (6.2.16),
the integrability condition for this equation is πA
′
πB
′∇AB′(−ηA) = −ηAπB
′∇AB′πA
′
. The right-hand side is
−ηAηAπA′ = 0, while the left-hand side, by (6.2.14), is just Ψ˜A′B′C′D′πB′πC′πD′ .
Restricting attention again to real solutions of (6.2.1), recall that (6.2.1) implies α-surfaces are totally
geodesic. A more geometrical condition one might consider than the vanishing of Ta (i.e., the existence of
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an LSR parallel on α-surfaces) is the flatness of the induced connection within α-surfaces. The induced
connection is determined by D and △. Since the unprimed spin frame in (6.2.2) is arbitrary, any local frame
field of Z[π] can be represented as {ℓa, m˜a} for an appropriate choice of unprimed spin frame and LSR πA′
(see [17], 2.4). Hence, Dℓa = Dm˜a = △ℓa = △m˜a = 0 for some such choice is equivalent to flatness of the
induced connection. Given that κ˜ = σ˜ = 0 already and noting (2.11), from (2.10) ℓa and m˜a are parallel on
α-surfaces iff
κ = ρ = α = ǫ = τ ′ = σ′ = ǫ˜ = β˜ = 0. (6.2.33)
From (3.4) one deduces: Φ00 = 0 from (a); Φ10 = 0 from (h); Φ20 = 0 from (e
′); Ψ˜1 = 0 from (˜i); and we
already know Ψ˜0 = 0 from (b˜). As Ψ˜A′B′C′D′π
A′πB
′
πC
′
πD
′
= 0, one expects the invariant expressions for
the condition for flatness of the induced connection on the α-surfaces to be:
ΦABA′B′π
A′πB
′
= 0; Ψ˜A′B′C′D′π
B′πC
′
πD
′
= 0. (6.2.34)
These conditions hold for any Walker metric, as does (6.2.33) with respect to the Walker spin frames.
One can confirm that (6.2.34) does characterize flatness of the induced connection by computing the
components of the curvature of (M, g) which determine the curvature of the induced connection. Using the
frame {ℓa, m˜a} for the α-distribution, {na,ma} is a frame of one-forms on an α-surface Z. The components
of ∇bℓa and of ∇bm˜a on Z, i.e., Dℓa, △ℓa, Dm˜a and △m˜a may be written
[(ǫ+ ǫ˜)ℓa + κm˜a]nb −
[
(α+ β˜)ℓa + ρm˜a
]
mb
[−τ ′ℓa + (ǫ˜− ǫ)m˜a]nb −
[
σ′ℓa + (β˜ − α)m˜a
]
mb.
Using the convention in [22], §4.13, for the staggering of indices on the connection one-forms, one has
(ωj
i) =
(
(ǫ + ǫ˜)nb − (α+ β˜)mb −τ ′nb − σ′mb
κnb − ρmb (ǫ˜ − ǫ)nb − (β˜ − α)mb
)
where superscripts label rows and subscripts columns. Hence,
(ωj
i) ∧ (ωkj) =
(
(τ ′ρ+ σ′κ)n ∧m −2(σ′ǫ+ τ ′α)n ∧m
−2(κα− ǫρ)n ∧m −(κσ′ + ρτ ′)n ∧m
)
.
Using (4.1), and noting (6.1.24), on Z one computes:
dω1
1 = [D(ǫ+ ǫ˜)na −△(ǫ+ ǫ˜)ma] ∧ nb + (ǫ + ǫ˜)dnb −
[
D(α+ β˜)na −△(α+ β˜)ma
]
∧mb − (α+ β˜)dmb
=
[
(Dα−△ǫ) + (Dβ˜ −△ǫ˜) + (ǫ+ ǫ˜)(α + τ ′ + β˜)− (α+ β˜)(γ′ − ρ+ ǫ˜)
]
m ∧ n;
dω1
2 = [(Dκ)na − (△κ)ma] ∧ nb + κdnb − [(Dρ)na − (△ρ)mb] ∧mb − ρdmb
=
[
Dρ−△κ+ κ(α+ τ ′ + β˜)− ρ(ǫ˜ − ǫ− ρ)
]
m ∧ n
dω2
1 = − [(Dτ ′)na − (△τ ′)ma] ∧ nb − τ ′dnb − [(Dσ′)na − (△σ′)ma] ∧mb − σ′dmb
=
[
△τ ′ +Dσ′ − τ ′(α+ τ ′ + β˜)− σ′(ǫ˜− ǫ− ρ)
]
m ∧ n
dω2
2 = [D(ǫ˜− ǫ)na −△(ǫ˜− ǫ)ma] ∧ nb + (ǫ˜ − ǫ)dnb −
[
D(β˜ − α)na −△(β˜ − α)ma
]
∧mb − (β˜ − α)dmb
=
[
△ǫ−Dα+Dβ˜ −△ǫ˜+ (ǫ˜− ǫ)(α+ τ ′ + β˜)− (β˜ − α)(ǫ˜ − ǫ− ρ)
]
m ∧ n
Using (3.4), the second structure equation for the induced connection then gives, for the curvature of the
induced connection:
Ω1
1 = dω1
1 + ωk
1 ∧ ω1k = −Ψ˜1 +Φ10
Ω1
2 = dω1
2 + ωk
2 ∧ ω1k = Φ00
Ω2
1 = dω2
1 + ωk
1 ∧ ω2k = −Φ20
Ω2
2 = dω2
2 + ωk
2 ∧ ω2k = Ψ˜1 − Φ10
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Now consider the quantity Sa. Its simple scaling behaviour (6.2.30) under change of LSR suggests Sa is
a more interesting quantity than Ta; indeed, Sa is precisely the obstruction to (M, g) being a Walker metric
when [πA
′
] is real. What can one say when Sa 6= 0?
If Sa 6= 0, [πA′ ] defines a null distribution D := 〈Sa〉R of type I, contained within the α-distribution
Z[π]. Since S
a = ωAπA
′
, in accord with §6.1, select oA = ωA and oA′ = πA′ in the choice of spin frames. If
one restricts A in (6.2.2) to the form
A =
(
λ˜ µ
0 λ˜−1
)
, (6.2.35)
then, with λ = λ˜, (6.2.2) coincides with (6.1.3) and (6.2.31) with (6.1.6), and these restrictions guarantee
the scaling behaviour of ωA and πA
′
in (6.2.30). With these restrictions on the choice of spin frame, one
has, noting (6.2.29),
κ˜ = σ˜ = ρ˜ = 0 τ˜ = 1. (6.2.36)
From (6.2.31), these conditions are invariant under the remaining freedom in the choice of spin frames.
By (6.1.9), D is auto-parallel iff κ˜ = κ = 0. As κ˜ = 0 already, it remains to investigate the vanishing of
κ.
6.2.37 Lemma
With the choice of spin frames specified in the preceding paragraphs, κ = Φ00 = ΦABA′B′ω
AωBπA
′
πB
′
.
Proof. With the specified choice of spin frames κ = ωBDω
B. Observe that
(ωADωA)πA′ = ω
AD(ωAπA′)− ωA(DπA′)ωA
= ωAωBπB
′∇bSa
= ωAωBπB
′∇b(πC′∇aπC
′
)
= ωAωBπB
′
(∇bπC′)(∇aπC
′
) + ωAωBπB
′
πC′∇b∇aπC
′
= ωAωB(ηBπC′)(∇aπC
′
) + ωAωBπB
′
πC′∇b∇aπC
′
= ωA(ωDηD)(ωAπA′) + ω
AωBπB
′
πC′∇b∇aπC
′
= ωAωBπB
′
πC′∇b∇aπC
′
= −ΦABC′D′ωAωBπC
′
πD
′
πA′ using (6.2.13)(c)
One can choose Frobenius coordinates (u,w, z, f) for the nested distributions D ≤ Z[π] so that α-surfaces
are given by setting z and f constant, and integral curves of D by further setting w constant. Given such
coordinates, choose an LSR πA
′
of [πA
′
] so that ∂u = S
a (changing the sign of u if necessary). If we suppose
that D is auto-parallel, i.e., ΦABA′B′ωAωBπA′πB′ = 0 (which condition is obviously independent of the LSR
of [πA
′
] chosen), then, as in §6.1, one can replace u by an affine parameter for the integral curves of D so that
(v, w, z, f) are still Frobenius coordinates for the nested distributions. Now ∂v = (du/dv)∂u = (du/dv)S
a,
and du/dv =
[
exp(
∫
Γ111)
]−1
> 0, so by rescaling πA
′
and ωA according to (6.2.30) (which is allowed by
the freedom remaining in the choice of spin frames) by λ˜ =
√
(du/dv), ∂v = S
a. But (6.2.30) forces λ = λ˜
in (6.1.6); to maintain ∂v = S
a, where v is any affine parameter, then λ˜ must be constant. Granted these
choices, one has
κ˜ = σ˜ = ρ˜ = κ = ǫ + ǫ˜ = 0; τ˜ = 1, (6.2.38)
all of which are invariant under the remaining freedom in the choice of spin frames.
The above conditions cannot be maintained if one wishes to impose the A-P condition however. For
example, ǫ˜ 7→ λ˜2ǫ˜ under the current restrictions, so cannot be made zero if λ˜ is restricted to being constant.
Imposing the A-P condition as done in §6.1 requires that one removes the constraint λ = λ˜ in (6.1.6) but
maintains λ = λ˜−1 to preserve ∂v = ℓ
a. Doing so violates (6.2.30), however. Assuming the situation reached
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in the previous paragraph, use a subscript 0 to indicate values of quantities under those conditions. Write
ℓa = ∂v = S
a
0 = ω
A
0 π
A′
0 . Let λ˜ be the necessary scaling of π
A′
0 and λ = λ˜
−1 of ωA0 to impose the A-P
condition. After this rescaling,
Sa0 = ∂v = ℓ
a = oAπA
′
= (λ˜−1ωA0 )(λ˜π
A′
0 ) = λ˜
−2ωAπA
′
= λ˜−2Sa
(where quantities without the subscript zero are the values after the rescaling). Using (6.1.6) with λ = λ˜−1,
one finds after the rescaling
κ˜ = σ˜ = ρ˜ = κ = ǫ = ǫ˜ = 0 τ˜ = λ˜2. (6.2.39)
For orthogonal connecting vector fields V a along integral curves of D, (6.1.22) implies ζ˜ is constant, i.e.,
as measured by ma, orthogonal connecting vector fields of integral curves of D have a constant component
pointing out of α-surfaces; with respect to Frobenius coordinates, nearby integral curves of D in different
α-surfaces have constant separation in the direction of ma. I shall return to these nested distributions in
§6.3.
Now consider the situation when Sa = 0, i.e., (M, g) is a four-dimensional Walker geometry, see [17].
We therefore return to the conditions (6.2.2) for the freedom in choice of the spin frames. By (6.2.4) and
(6.2.29), with respect to such spin frames, Walker geometry is characterized by
κ˜ = σ˜ = ρ˜ = τ˜ = 0. (6.2.40)
The Walker spin frames for given Walker coordinates are a specific choice; see §5. In (5.11), I considered the
spin coefficient field equations (3.4) for the Walker spin frames. More generally, for the spin frames (6.2.2)
when Sa = 0, one deduces from (3.4):
(a˜) ⇒ Φ00 = 0 (b˜) ⇒ Ψ˜0 = 0;
(e˜) ⇒ Φ20 = 0 (˜f) ⇒ Ψ˜2 + 2Λ = 0,
(6.2.41)
(c˜) + (d˜) ⇒ Ψ˜1 = Φ10 = 0.
which is equivalent to [17], 2.5. Thus, for a Walker geometry, [πA
′
] is a multiple WPS and a PS of ΦABA′B′ .
In [17], §3, we saw that if the Walker geometry (M, g, [πA′ ]) admits a parallel LSR, then [πA′ ] is WPS of
multiplicity four and a multiple PS of ΦABA′B′ (when the relevant curvature spinors are nonzero). Moreover,
in this case we found a single function ϑ in terms of which the metric, whence the curvature, can be expressed;
this formulation slightly generalizes Dunajski’s [7] result and reduces to the real neutral-signature version of
Pleban´ski’s [25] second heavenly form of the metric when there is a complementary parallel α-distribution.
Since ΦABA′B′π
A′πB
′
= 0 already for a Walker geometry (M, g, [πA
′
]), a natural condition to consider
is
ΦABA′B′π
B′ = 0, (6.2.42)
which is obviously independent of the choice of LSR and weaker than the existence of a parallel LSR. I shall
refer to such as a Ricci-null Walker geometry. As in [17], write the metric components with respect to a
choice of Walker coordinates (u, v, x, y) as
gab =
(
01 12
12 W
)
W =
(
a c
c b
)
. (6.2.43)
In [17], (2.32), (6.2.42) is equivalent to BAB = 0, i.e., to ϑ = µ = ν = 0 [17] (2.33), which, by [17], A1.8, is
equivalent to
a11 = b22 b12 = −c11 a12 = −c22, (6.2.44)
where the numerical subscripts 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to the coordinates u, v, x, and y respectively. These
conditions are explicitly implied by the stronger conditions [17], (3.2), see [17], (3.3–4), so it is natural to
enquire whether one can still derive, as in [17], (3.7), a potential function ϑ for the metric.
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6.2.45 Construction
Let (M, g, [πA
′
]) be a Ricci-null Walker geometry and (u, v, x, y) a set of Walker coordinates. From (6.2.44),
one can write
a1 = −c2 + f(u, x, y) b2 = −c1 + g(v, x, y), (6.2.45a)
for certain functions f and g with the indicated dependence. But a11 = b22 implies f1 = g2, whence f1 and
g2 must be independent of u and v:
f1 = g2 = h(x, y); (6.2.45b)
in particular, all second order partial derivatives of f and g with respect to u and v vanish.
Choosing specific antiderivatives r :=
∫
cdu and s :=
∫
cdv, the equations k1 = s and k2 = r satisfy the
classical integrability condition k12 = k21; hence there is a solution k, with the freedom k 7→ k + z(x, y), z
an arbitrary function of x and y. Define
ϑ :=
1
2
k(u, v, x, y) +m(u, x, y) + n(v, x, y), (6.2.45c)
where, at this stage, m and n are arbitrary functions of their arguments. Now 2ϑ12 = k12 = c. Also
−2ϑ22 = −k22 − 2n22 = −r2 − 2n22. But r2 is a specific antiderivative, with respect to u, of c2. Using
(6.2.45a), r2 =
∫
(f(u, x, y)− a1)du = −a+ F (u, x, y) + p(v, x, y), where F (u, x, y) is an antiderivative, with
respect to u, of f(u, x, y) chosen to be independent of v, and p is some specific function of (v, x, y). Hence,
a = −r2 + F + p = −2ϑ22 + 2n22 + F + p. Similarly, b = −2ϑ11 + 2m11 + G(v, x, y) + q(u, x, y), where G
is an antiderivative, with respect to v, of g chosen to be independent of u, and q is some specific function
of (u, x, y). Now choose m and n to eliminate q and p, respectively, from this pair of equations. Hence, one
now has
a = −2ϑ22 + F (u, x, y), F1 = f ; b = −2ϑ11 +G(v, x, y); G2 = g;
(6.2.45d)
f1 = g2 = h(x, y) c = 2ϑ12.
Conversely, given an arbitrary function ϑ(u, v, x, y), functions f(u, x, y) and g(v, x, y) satisfying f1 = g2 =
h(x, y), for some h, defining F (u, x, y) and G(v, x, y) so that F1 = f and G2 = g, and then defining a, b, and
c as in (6.2.45d) yields a Walker metric (6.2.43) with
W = −2
(
ϑ22 −ϑ12
−ϑ12 ϑ11
)
+
(
F (u, x, y) 0
0 G(v, x, y)
)
. (6.2.45e)
The conditions (6.2.44) are automatically fulfilled so the metric is Ricci-null Walker. This description
therefore provides a (local) characterization of Ricci-null Walker metrics which generalizes [17], 3.7.
I now determine the curvature of Ricci-null Walker metrics in terms of the functions ϑ, f , and g; in
particular, I seek a generalization of the expression in [17], (3.12), which proves so useful for specifying
Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ and ΦABA′B′ . First, note that
S = a11 + b22 + 2c12 = (a1 + c2)1 + (b2 + c1)2 = f1 + g2 = 2f1 = 2g2 = 2h. (6.2.46)
The nonzero components of Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ with respect to the Walker spin frames are, from [17], (2.20), Ψ˜2 =
S/12, Ψ˜3 = −(B + Sc)/8 and Ψ˜4 = (6Bc − A + S(3c2 − 1)/24, where B and A are as in [17], (A1.23–24).
From these expressions, one computes directly
B + Sc = 2(a14 + c24 − b23 − c13) = 2(f4 − g3), (6.2.47)
and
A− 6Bc− S(3c2 − 1) = A− 12c(f4 − g3) + 2(3c2 + 1)f1. (6.2.48)
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By [17], (3.9), in a Walker geometry one has, for an arbitrary function H ,
H = −aH11 − 2cH12 − bH22 + 2H13 + 2H24 − (a1 + c2)H1 − (b2 + c1)H2,
which reduces to
H = −aH11 − 2cH12 − bH22 + 2H13 + 2H24 − fH1 − gH2, (6.2.49)
in the Ricci-null Walker case. As in [17], (3.12), define
P := ϑ13 + ϑ24 + ϑ11ϑ22 − (ϑ12)2. (6.2.50)
Additionally, define
Q :=
gϑ2 −Gϑ22 + fϑ1 − Fϑ11 − hϑ
2
(6.2.51)
T := − (vF4 + uG3)
4
R := P +Q+ T.
A somewhat tedious calculation yields
A− 6Bc− S(3c2 − 1) = 12 R+ 24fR1 + 24gR2
− 3(fG3 + gF4)− 6(F44 +G33) + 3(vff4 + ugg3) + 6(vf34 + ug34)
− 3vh4(F − 2ϑ22)− 3uh3(G− 2ϑ11). (6.2.52)
Note the manifest invariance under the Walker symmetry [17], (A1.7), when in addition to u ↔ v, x↔ y,
and a↔ b one requires, for consistency, f ↔ g, whence F ↔ G, and h↔ h.
Also note that the condition for (M, g, [πA
′
]) to admit a parallel LSR is, by [17], (3.2), a1 + c2 = 0 =
b2 + c1, i.e., f = 0 = g, whence h = 0. Then F and G are functions of x and y alone. To recover the
construction in [17], 3.7, one can absorb F into p and G into q; in effect, one takes F and G zero. Then it
is clear that not only is B = 0, but Q = T = 0, R = P , and (6.2.52) reduces to [17], (3.11), and (6.2.45e) to
[17], (3.8).
Considering now the ASD Weyl curvature, the components of ΨABCD with respect to the Walker spin
frames are, from [17], (2.25), and using (6.2.44) and (6.2.45d):
Ψ0 =
b11
2
= −ϑ1111
Ψ1 =
b12
2
= −ϑ1112
Ψ2 =
b22 − 2c12
6
=
−2ϑ1122 +G22 − 4ϑ1212
6
= −ϑ1122 + h
6
(6.2.53)
Ψ3 =
a12
2
= −ϑ1222
Ψ4 =
a22
2
= −ϑ2222,
equations which differ from [17], (3.13), only by the additional term in h in Ψ2.
It is convenient to introduce, for oriented Walker coordinates and their associated Walker spin frames,
the spinor operator
δA := π
A′∇AA′ = αAm˜b∇b − βAℓb∇b = αA△− βAD
= αA∂2 − βA∂1, when acting on functions. (6.2.54a)
This operator represents, in effect, the induced linear connection within α-surfaces. Since, by (5.8), the
Walker spin frames are parallel on α-surfaces, writing the Walker spin frames as ǫA
A and ǫA′
A, then for any
spinor χS...X
′...
L...P ′... ,
δAχ
S...X′...
L...P ′... =
(
δAχ
S...X′...
L...P′...
)
ǫS
S . . . ǫX′
X′ . . . ǫL
L . . . ǫP ′
P′ . . . (6.2.54.b)
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which is consistent with the earlier observation that, in Walker geometry, the induced linear connection
within α-surfaces is flat. Furthermore, the components of δA . . . δKχ
S...X′...
L...P ′... with respect to the Walker spin
frames are just
δA . . . δKχ
S...X′...
L...P′... = (−1)q
∂kχS...X
′...
L...P′...
∂uq∂vk−q
, (6.2.54c)
where there are k applications of δA and q 1’s amongst the A, . . . ,K. It follows that δA and δB commute,
whence δAδB . . . δKχ
S...X′...
L...P ′... is totally symmetric in A, . . . ,K (recall from §5 that D and △ commute on
arbitrary spinors). In particular, for k applications of δA to a function F :
δA . . . δKF = δA . . . δJ(αKFv − βKFu)
= δA . . . δI(αKδJFv − βKδJFu)
=
k∑
q=0
(−1)q
(
k
q
)
α(A . . . αF︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−q
βG . . . βK)︸ ︷︷ ︸
q
∂kF
∂uq∂vk−q
, (6.2.54d)
whence δA . . . δKF = 0 means all partial derivatives, with respect to u and v, of F of order k vanish.
Similarly to [17], 3.7, one finds
ΨABCD = −δAδBδCδD
(
ϑ− u
2v2h
24
)
, (6.2.55)
which obviously generalizes [17], (3.15). Note that ΨABCD vanishes iff ϑ − (u2v2h/24) is polynomial in u
and v with each term of total degree in u and v at most three.
Finally, the Ricci-null condition amounts to ΦABA′B′ = AABπA′πB′ , with AAB as in [17], (2.32–33),
but with the conditions (6.2.44) in force. Actually, it is simpler to first invoke the equivalent conditions
µ = ν = θ = 0 (i.e., BAB = 0 in [17], (2.32–33)). Hence,
AAB =
1
2
(
Υ −η
−η ζ
)
. (6.2.56)
Calculating the three quantities Υ, η, and ζ from [17], A1.7, under (6.2.44), one finds:
A00 =
Υ
2
= (P +Q)11
A01 = −η
2
= (P +Q+ T )12 (6.2.57)
A11 =
ζ
2
= (P +Q)22.
While (6.2.57) does generalize [17], (3.17), it is not quite in the form of that equation.
The algebraic classification of Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ for any Walker metric was given in [17], 2.6. Supposing first
that S 6= 0, then Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ is of type {2, 2}Ia if S2 + AS + 3B2 = 0 and of type {211}II or {112}II if
S2 +AS + 3B2 6= 0. In each case, [πA′ ] is, of course, the multiple WPS.
Now suppose S = 0. In addition to (6.2.44), one then also has a11 = b22 = −c12. From (6.2.46),
h = f1 = g2 = 0, so f and g are functions of x and y alone and one can take
F (u, x, y) = uf(x, y) G(v, x, y) = vg(x, y) h(x, y) = 0. (6.2.58)
The metric takes the Walker canonical form with
W = −2
(
ϑ22 −ϑ12
−ϑ12 ϑ11
)
+
(
uf(x, y) 0
0 vg(x, y)
)
. (6.2.59)
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The nonzero curvature components of Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ are:
Ψ˜3 = −B
8
=
g3 − f4
4
;
(6.2.60)
Ψ˜4 =
6Bc−A
24
= − R
2
− fR1 − gR2 + (ug − vf)(f4 − g3)
8
+
u(f4 − g3)4 − v(f4 − g3)3
4
.
By [17] 2.6, if B = 2(f4 − g3) = 0, but A 6= 0, Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ is of type {4}II; if B 6= 0, Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ is of type
{31}III; in each case [πA′ ] is the multiple WPS. The remaining curvature is
ΨABCD = −δAδBδCδDϑ
(6.2.61)
ΦABA′B′ = AABπA′πB′ AAB = δAδBR,
noting that under (6.2.58)
T = −uv(f4 + g3)
4
Q =
g(ϑ2 − vϑ22) + f(ϑ1 − uϑ11)
2
, (6.2.62)
the form of T explaining why (6.2.57) now reduces to the simpler form given in (6.2.61), which permits a
simple characterization of the Einstein condition ΦABA′B′ = 0.
6.2.63 Proposition
A Ricci-null, Ricci-scalar-flat Walker geometry (M, g, [πA
′
]) is Einstein iff the function R is affine in u and
v, i.e.,
ϑ13 + ϑ24 + ϑ11ϑ22 − (ϑ12)2 + g(ϑ2 − vϑ22) + f(ϑ1 − uϑ11)
2
− uv(f4 + g3)
4
= uA(x, y) + vB(x, y) + C(x, y).
As it happens, the last equation is a real, neutral-signature version of the hyperheavenly equation for
nonexpanding HH-spaces in complex general relativity, see [27], [28], [8], and [2]. The results presented
here arise naturally in the context of null geometry of (four-dimensional) neutral geometry, specifically of
α-distributions (the focus on α-distributions is also paramount in the work cited on complex GR), and takes
advantage of Walker’s [32] results on parallel distributions and the spinor formulation presented in [17].
The equation presented in (6.2.63) differs from the hyperheavenly equation presented in [2], (5.10), due to
the different derivation presented here. HH-spaces, i.e., hyperheavens, are four-dimensional holomorphic
Einstein spaces with algebraically special SD Weyl curvature. Pleban´ski and co-workers, in the citations
listed above, also considered what they called expanding HH spaces, which in the neutral context amounts
to an Einstein (M, g) with an integrable α-distribution (recall that in the Einstein case, the GGST says
an integrable α-distribution Z[π] is equivalent to [π
A′ ] being a multiple WPS) for which Sa 6= 0, i.e., not
Walker. The case when (M, g) admits an integrable α-distribution Z[π] for which [π
A′ ] is a multiple WPS
but (M, g, [πA
′
]) is not Walker is treated in [18], where it is shown that such geometries are locally conformal
to a Walker geometry; in particular, an independent derivation of the (real neutral-signature version of the)
hyperheavenly equation for expanding HH-spaces is obtained there.
Although there was a smattering of work in the second half of the twentieth century exploiting Walker’s
[32] canonical form for the metric of a pseudo-Riemannian manifold with a parallel totally null distribution,
see for example the bibliography in [6], the utility of Walker’s canonical form seems only to have been more
widely appreciated in this century, beginning perhaps with [9]. The presentation given here underscores the
fact that Walker’s [32] results lay largely unexploited for fifty years, apparently playing no role in the work
done in complex GR in the 70s, though the related work on recurrent tensors, see [31], was utilized in general
relativity itself, see for example [11].
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6.3 Null Distributions of Type III
Let H be a null distribution of type III and D := H⊥. With ℓa a local section of D then, as in §6.1 one
can, at least locally, write ℓa = oAoA
′
and then form spin frames {oA, ιA} and {oA′ , ιA′} and the associated
null tetrad {ℓa, na,ma, m˜a}. Then, {ℓa, m˜a,ma} is a local frame field for H. The freedom in these choices is
again (6.1.3–5).
The first question to address is the integrability of H. Let I(H) denote the ideal of forms, within the
exterior algebra Λ•(M), which vanish on H. Locally, I(H) is generated by ℓa, so one has the following
standard result.
6.3.1 Lemma
H is integrable ⇔ dℓa ∈ I(H)
⇔ ℓa ∝ dF, some function F
⇔ dℓa ∧ ℓb = 0.
Consequently, the integral manifolds of an integrable H are, locally, the level surfaces of a function F
satisfying ℓa ∝ dF .
Proof. See, for example, [30], pp. 293–295
6.3.2 Lemma
A null distribution H of type III is integrable iff D = H⊥ is auto-parallel and, with respect to the spin frames
(6.1.3), ρ = ρ˜.
Proof. The condition dℓ ∧ ℓ = 0 is equivalent to (∇[bℓc)ℓa] = 0. The argument of [23], p. 180, carries
over to the case of neutral signature: with ∗ the Hodge (R2,2)-star operator on two-forms acting on the
indices b and c, ∗(∇[bℓc)ℓa] = 0, which in turn is equivalent, by [22] (3.4.26), to (∗∇[aℓb])ℓa = 0, i.e., to
ℓAA
′
(∇AB′ℓBA′ − ∇BA′ℓAB′) = 0, i.e., to oA′oBoA∇AB′oA′ = oAoB′oA′∇BA′oA. Taking components with
respect to the relevant spin frames yields, from (2.9): κ˜ = κ = 0 and ρ = ρ˜. The assertion then follows from
(6.1.9).
Recall from (6.1.40) that, when the A-P condition is imposed on an auto-parallel null distribution of
type I, the condition ρ = ρ˜ is not a restriction on curvature.
I will henceforward assumeH is integrable, in which case one has nested integrable distributions: D ≤ H.
One can therefore choose Frobenius coordinates (u, x, y, f) such that: level hypersurfaces of f are integral
manifolds of H; integral curves of D are given by setting x, y, f constant and ∂u is a local section of D.
Since D is auto-parallel, one can repeat the procedure in §6.1, first replacing u by an affine parameter v
for the integral curves of D but so that (v, x, y, f) are still Frobenius coordinates for the nested distributions
D ≤ H; then, with ∂v =: ℓa = oAoA′ , use the freedom in (6.1.3), without changing ℓa, to rescale each of oA
and oA
′
to be D parallel; and then finally choose ιA and ιA
′
to be D parallel; i.e., impose the A-P condition
on D.
Integral curves of D lying within an integral hypersurface of H are called null geodesic generators of that
hypersurface. Connecting vector fields between null geodesic generators within a given integral hypersurface
of H must lie in H, i.e., are orthogonal connecting vector fields of D and thus described by (6.1.22) and
(6.1.46). Note from (6.1.48) that Σ vanishes identically on these orthogonal connecting vector fields. To
understand non-orthogonal connecting vector fields of D, consider how Frobenius coordinates (u, x, y, f)
relate to the geometry.
6.3.3 Lemma
Na := gab(df)b ∈ D, whence null; moreover, integral curves of D parametrized so that Na is their tangent
vector are null geodesics.
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Proof. Any level hypersurface of the function f has tangent space equal to ker(df), i.e., to 〈N〉⊥R, i.e.,
H = 〈N〉⊥R; equivalently, D = 〈N〉R. Moreover,
Na∇aNb = Na∇a∇bf = Na∇b∇af = Na∇bNa = 1
2
∇b(NaNa) = 0,
as Na is null.
6.3.4 Observation
Begin with any Frobenius coordinates (u, x, y, f) for the nested distributions D ≤ H. By (6.3.3), ∂u = hNa,
for some function h, whence g(∂u, ∂f ) = g(hN, ∂f ) = hdf(∂f ) = h. As H = 〈∂u, ∂x, ∂y〉R and D = H⊥, then,
with respect to the Frobenius coordinates
(gab) =
 0 0 0 h0
0
A
h
 , (6.3.4a)
for some (A) ∈ R+(3). When u is replaced by an affine parameter v, h ≡ constant, and one can choose v so
that h = 1, i.e., ℓa = ∂v = N
a, whence g(ℓa, ∂f ) = g(N
a, ∂f ) = 1. Noting that H = D⊥ = 〈ℓa,ma, m˜a〉R,
one now has
∂v = ℓ
a = Na ∂f =: Lℓ
a +Mma + M˜m˜a + na
∂x =: Aℓ
a +Bma + B˜m˜a ∂y =: Dℓ
a + Cma + C˜m˜a,
(6.3.4b)
for some functions L, M , M˜ , A, B, B˜, D, C, and C˜, whence
A =
 −2BB˜ −(BC˜ + B˜C) A− (BM˜ + B˜M)−(BC˜ + B˜C) −2CC˜ D − (CM˜ + C˜M)
A− (BM˜ + B˜M) D − (CM˜ + C˜M) 2(L−MM˜)
 . (6.3.4c)
With respect to the spin frames constructed in association with D (6.1.3), in addition to κ˜ = κ = 0 and
ρ = ρ˜ (integrability of H) and ǫ+ ǫ˜ = 0 (affine parametrization of the integral curves of D), one obtains the
following result from ℓa = Na.
6.3.5 Lemma
With the choices in (6.3.4), specifically an affine parameter v so that ℓa = ∂v = N
a,
τ + α˜+ β = 0 = τ˜ + α+ β˜.
Proof. Since ℓa = Na = df , dℓa = 0 and the result follows immediately from the first equation in (4.1).
Supposing now that the A-P condition has been imposed on the spin frames (6.1.3) associated with D,
then altogether one has
κ˜ = κ = ǫ˜ = ǫ = τ ′ = τ˜ ′ = 0 = τ + α˜+ β = τ˜ + α+ β˜ ρ = ρ˜. (6.3.6)
The equations (6.1.38) simplify in that the first pair are identical to the last pair and the equations of the
second pair are identical, so the independent equations are:
Dσ = −2ρσ −Ψ0 Dσ˜ = −2ρ˜σ˜ − Ψ˜0
Dτ = −(τρ+ τ˜σ) −Ψ1 − Φ01 Dτ˜ = −(τ˜ ρ˜+ τσ˜)− Ψ˜1 − Φ10
Dρ˜ = −(ρ˜2 + σσ˜)− Φ00 D(γ + γ˜) = −2τ τ˜ +Ψ2 + Ψ˜2 + 2Φ11 − 2Λ.
(6.3.7)
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Since D is auto-parallel, all connecting vector fields (6.1.16) have ν constant, see (6.1.19). Those with ν = 0
lie in H and ‘connect’ null geodesic generators of a given integral hypersurface. By (6.3.4b), a nonorthogonal
connecting vector field V a with ν = ν0 has the form
V a = ηℓa + ζm˜a + ζ˜ma + ν0n
a = Ha + ν0∂f
for some Ha ∈ H, i.e., V a ‘connects’ a null geodesic generator in a level hypersurface f = d with null geodesic
generators in f = d+ ν0. Note that (6.1.19) reduces to
D

η
ζ
ζ˜
ν0
 =

0 −τ˜ −τ γ + γ˜
0 ρ σ τ
0 σ˜ ρ τ˜
0 0 0 0
 .

η
ζ
ζ˜
ν0
 . (6.3.8)
One also sees from (6.1.42) that Σ in fact vanishes on all connecting vector fields of D.
6.3.9 Lemma
A null distribution H of type III is auto-parallel iff
κ = κ˜ = σ = σ˜ = ρ = ρ˜ = 0, (6.3.9a)
and parallel iff, in addition to (6.3.9a), τ = τ˜ = 0; of course, H is parallel iff D = H⊥ is parallel, whence one
recovers (6.1.12a).
If (M, g) admits an auto-parallel null distribution of type III, then
Ψ0 = Ψ˜0 = Φ00 = 0 Ψ1 = Φ01 Ψ˜1 = Φ10; (6.3.9b)
in particular, oA
′
and oA are each WPSs. If (M, g) admits a parallel null distribution of type III, equivalently
a parallel null distribution of type I, then
Ψ0 = Ψ1 = 0 = Ψ˜0 = Ψ˜1 Φ00 = Φ10 = Φ01 = Φ20 = Φ02 = 0 Ψ2 = −2Λ = Ψ˜2; (6.3.9c)
in particular, oA and oA
′
are each WPSs of multiplicity at least two and both are PSs of ΦABA′B′ .
Proof. By (6.1.7), H is auto-parallel iff ∇YX ∈ H for all local sections Y and X of H, i.e., iff ∇YX ⊥ D,
i.e., ℓa∇YXa = 0. Expressing X and Y in terms of ℓa, ma and m˜a yields (6.3.9a). Allowing X to be an
arbitrary vector field yields the additional two conditions. (6.3.9b–c) follow from (3.4); also see (6.1.38).
6.3.10 Remarks
Walker [33] gave a canonical coordinate form for the metric h of a pseudo-Riemannian manifold (N, h)
admitting a parallel distribution of degenerate subspaces. For null distributions of type III in neutral
four-manifolds (M, g), Walker’s canonical form is (6.3.4) with h = 1 and the condition of being parallel
additionally allowing one to choose the Frobenius coordinates (v, x, y, f) so that A11, A12, A13, A22 and
A23 are independent of v. This form coincides with the Walker [32] canonical form (6.1.12b) for the parallel
distribution D = H⊥ (and, as noted there, this form does entail that v is indeed affine).
When H is auto-parallel, orthogonal connecting vector fields along null geodesic generators of integral
hypersurfaces are represented, according to (6.1.20–22), by qa with constant components with respect to ma
and m˜a. When H is parallel, all connecting vector fields along null geodesic generators have a particularly
simple form:
V a = η(v)ℓa + ζ0m˜
a + ζ˜0m
a + ν0n
a,
with ζ0, ζ˜0, and ν0 constant and η(v) satisfying Dη = (γ + γ˜)ν0.
Clearly even the auto-parallel condition on H is quite strong. As κ = κ˜ = 0 for integrability of H, the
vanishing of each of σ, σ˜, and ρ = ρ˜ is well defined, see (6.1.6). Of particular interest is the vanishing of
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σ and/or σ˜. The distribution H contains two null distributions of type II, a distribution of β-planes W[o]
and a distribution of α-planes Z[o˜] with local frame fields {ℓa,ma} and {ℓa, m˜a}, respectively. By (6.2.4),
integrability of W[o] is equivalent to κ = σ = 0, while integrability of Z[o˜] is equivalent to κ˜ = σ˜ = 0. By
(3.4)(b) and (b˜), or (6.1.39), these conditions imply Ψ0 = 0 and Ψ˜0 = 0 respectively, i.e., o
A is a WPS and
oA
′
a WPS, respectively.
Of special interest is when σ = σ˜ = 0, i.e., bothW[o] and Z[o˜] are integrable and the integral hypersurfaces
of H are foliated by β-surfaces and by α-surfaces. In this case, (6.1.22) reduces to Dζ = ρζ and Dζ˜ = ρζ˜,
with solution given by the first equation of (6.1.30), i.e., orthogonal connecting vector fields along a null
geodesic generator suffer dilation only. Moreover, (6.1.55) reduces to Tab = ρhab, i.e., for X , Y vector fields
in H,
XaY b∇aℓb = ρh([X ], [Y ]) = ρXaY b, (6.3.11)
with notation as in §6.1.
Alternatively, in (6.1.25–27), one sees that integrability of H and affine parametrization of the null
geodesic generators yields ∇[aℓb] = 0, whence ∇aℓb = ∇(aℓb). Since gab = 2(ℓ(anb) −m(am˜b)), the induced
metric on Q = D⊥/D = H/D can be represented by −2m(am˜b). When σ = σ˜ = 0, the expression for ∇(aℓb)
given in §6.1 has as its only nonzero term −2ρm(am˜b) consistent with (6.3.11).
In fact, the induced metric on an integral hypersurface S is effectively −2m(am˜b). Moreover, as ℓa ∈ H,
£ℓ (g|S) = (£ℓ g) |S
= (∇aℓb)|S
= ρ (g|S)
as σ = σ˜ = 0, i.e., ℓa acts as a ‘conformal Killing vector’ of (the degenerate) g|S .
Let B denote the set of null geodesic generators of S. If (v, x, y, f) are Frobenius coordinates for H such
that f = k is the intersection of the coordinate domain with S, then (x, y) provide local coordinates on a
neighbourhood of the point b ∈ B labelling the null geodesic generator (v, 0, 0, k). Assume B can be covered
by coordinates obtained from such Frobenius coordinates for H to provide B with a smooth structure. The
projection π : S → B is a submersion (locally, π : (v, x, y) 7→ (x, y)). Hence, for p ∈ π⊣({b}), X , Y ∈ TbB,
one can choose X , Y ∈ TpS such that Dπp(X) = X and Dπp(Y ) = Y. Of course, Dπp : Qp → TpB is an
isomorphism. More generally, then, any tangent vector p∂x + q∂y ∈ TbB lifts to vector fields of the form
V := p∂x + q∂y + η∂v along the null geodesic generator Cb labelled by b. As ℓ
a = ∂v, [ℓ, V ]
a = ∂v(η)ℓ
a.
Taking η constant along Cb yields an orthogonal connecting vector field V
a along Cb. Thus, if one lifts X
and Y to orthogonal connecting vector fields V A1 and V a2 along Cb, respectively, then, in terms of (6.1.16),
at p,
h
(
[V1], [V2]
)
= g(V1, V2) = −2ζζ˜. (6.3.12)
From (6.1.32), D(ζζ˜) = 2ρ(ζζ˜). So,
h
(
[V1(v)], [V2(v)]
)
=
[
exp
∫
2ρ
]
h
(
[V1(p)], [V2(p)]
)
.
Hence, when ρ also vanishes, h induces a metric on TbB (with (TbB, h) ∼= R1,1), but when ρ does not vanish,
consistent with the conformal Killing behaviour of ℓa one only obtains a conformal structure on TbB, i.e.,
only h
(
[V1], [V2]
)
= 0 is well defined. Evaluating h
(
[V1], [V2]
)
on a smooth section s : B → S yields a metric
representative of the conformal structure.
6.3.13 Example
Let (M, g) consist of a single Walker coordinate system (u, v, x, y) as in (6.1.33). Take D = 〈∂u〉R as before
and H = D⊥ = 〈ℓa,ma, m˜a〉R. The Walker spin frames are a suitable choice to describe the geometry
of H. As κ = κ˜ = ρ = ρ˜ = 0, H is integrable. In fact, ℓa = dx, so the integral hypersurfaces are the
level hypersurfaces of the function x, i.e., (u, v, y, x) are Frobenius coordinates for the nested integrable
distributions D ≤ H, with u here an affine parameter for the null geodesic generators. As we know from
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(6.1.33), D is indeed auto-parallel. The metric form in (6.3.4) is just the Walker canonical form with the
coordinates rearranged as (u, v, y, x). This example confirms (6.3.5). The vanishing of Σ for D is consistent
with (6.1.44). As σ 6= 0, H is not auto-parallel; σ˜ = 0 of course, corresponding to the integrability of the
distribution Z[π], so one does have the nested integrable distributions D ≤ Z[π] ≤ H and the hypersurfaces
x = constant are foliated by the α-surfaces of the Walker geometry and have the null geodesics of ∂u as
null geodesic generators. As σ 6= 0, the distribution W[α] is not integrable. The null distribution 〈∂v〉⊥R of
type III has similar properties. Its integral hypersurfaces are given by y = constant. When a = b = c = 0
one obtains a description of R2,2. The hypersurfaces x = constant are null hyperplanes, foliated both by
α-planes (spanned by ℓa and m˜a)and β-planes (spanned by ℓa and ma).
Returning to a topic in §6.2, let Z[π] be an integrable α-distribution in (M, g), with Sb 6= 0 and
consider the nested distributions D := 〈Sb〉R ≤ Z[π] ≤ H := D⊥. By (6.2.37), D is auto-parallel iff
ΦABA′B′ω
AωBπA
′
πB
′
= 0, in particular, if ΦABA′B′π
A′πB
′
= 0. In fact, this assumption also suffices for
the integrability of H, yielding a very natural neutral-geometry formulation of Kerr’s lemma [23] (7.3.44).
6.3.14 Lemma
For an integrable α-distribution Z[π], with S
a 6= 0, H = 〈Sa〉⊥R is integrable if ΦABA′B′πA
′
πB
′
= 0.
Proof. κ˜ = 0 by integrability of Z[π], and κ = 0 by (6.2.37); by (6.3.2) it remains to show ρ = ρ˜.
Choosing oA = ωA as in §6.2 forces ρ˜ = 0, see (6.2.36), and ρ = ωB△ωB. Now ωA△Sa = (ωA△ωA)πA′ , so
(ωA△ωA)πA′ = ωA△(πC′∇aπC
′
)
= ωA(△πC′)(∇aπC
′
) + ωAπC′△∇aπC
′
= ωAιB(πB
′∇bπC′)(∇aπC
′
) + ωAπC′△∇aπC
′
= ωAιB(ηBπC′)(∇aπC
′
) + ωAπC′△∇aπC
′
= ιBηBω
AωAπA′ + ω
AπC′△∇aπC
′
= ωAπC′△∇aπC
′
.
Hence, and using (6.2.13)(c),
(ωA△ωA)πA′ = −ωAιBπC′πB
′∇b∇aπC
′
= −ωAιB[(ηB − ωB)ωAπA′ − ΦBAC′D′πC
′
πD
′
πA′ − ǫBAΨ˜A′B′C′D′πB
′
πC
′
πD
′
]
= ΦABC′D′ι
AωBπC
′
πD
′
+ (ωAιA)Ψ˜A′B′C′D′π
B′πC
′
πD
′
= 0,
by the assumption and noting (6.2.18).
6.3.15 Remarks
By virtue of (6.2.18), one does not need to explicitly assume [πA
′
] is a multiple WPS as is usually done in the
Kerr lemma. The result is automatic when (M, g) is Einstein. The lemma has been formulated in terms of
conditions on [πA
′
]; just as the weaker condition ΦABA′B′ω
AωBπA
′
πB
′
= 0 suffices for D to be auto-parallel
the desired result follows if only ΦABC′D′ω
BπC
′
πD
′
, provided one then also assumes that [πA
′
] is a multiple
WPS.
Consider then an (M, g, [πA
′
]), with [πA
′
] a solution of (6.2.1), satisfying ΦABA′B′π
A′πB
′
= 0; in
particular [πA
′
] is a multiple WPS. I shall call this geometry a Ricci-aligned α-geometry. It contains nested
integrable distributions
D = 〈Sa〉R ≤ Z[π] ≤ H = D⊥, (6.3.16)
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with D auto-parallel by (6.2.37). One can choose Frobenius coordinates (u,w, z, f) for these nested distri-
butions so that H = 〈∂u, ∂w, ∂z〉R, Z[π] = 〈∂u, ∂w〉R, and D = 〈∂u〉R. Choose spin frames with oA
′
an LSR
of [πA
′
] and oA = ωA as in §6.2, see (6.2.35–36). By (6.2.37) and (6.3.14), κ = ρ = 0, which by (6.1.6) are
invariant conditions under the remaining freedom in the choice of spin frames. As in §6.2, see the discus-
sion leading to (6.2.38), replace u by an affine parameter v for the integral curves of D. The coordinates
(v, w, z, f) then yield the metric component form of (6.3.4) with h = 1, with (6.3.4b) taking the form
∂v = ℓ
a = Sa ∂f =: Lℓ
a +Mma + M˜m˜a + na
∂w =: Aℓ
a + B˜m˜a ∂z =: Dℓ
a + Cma + C˜m˜a,
(6.3.17)
i.e., B = 0 in (6.3.4c). As τ˜ = 1 (which, recall, is equivalent to ωA = oA), by (6.3.9) H, equivalently D,
cannot be parallel, so (6.3.4a) does not satisfy Walker’s further specialization of these coordinates described
in (6.3.10). Note that Sa = ℓa = Na = ∇af .
Now (6.2.38) is in effect, whence (3.4)(c˜) entails τ˜ (ǫ − ǫ˜) = Φ10 + Ψ˜1 = 0, as each summand vanishes.
Since τ˜ = 1, then ǫ = ǫ˜. But from (6.2.38), it follows that ǫ = ǫ˜ = 0, i.e., ωA and πA
′
are in fact D
parallel. There is, therefore, no obstacle to imposing the A-P condition while retaining all assumptions so
far; specifically ℓa = Sa = ∂v and ω
A = oA. Furthermore:
6.3.18 Lemma
For a Ricci-aligned α-geometry, with oA
′
= πA
′
, oA = ωA, Sa = ℓa = ∂v, v an affine parameter, then
β˜ = 0 α = −1 Ψ˜2 + 2Λ = 2α˜.
All three geometric quantities in (6.1.25–27) vanish, as does Σ in (6.1.42).
Proof. From (3.4)(e˜) one obtains 0 = τ˜2− τ˜(β˜−α)+Φ20. By the Ricci-alignment condition and (6.3.5),
one therefore deduces β˜ = 0. So, by (6.3.5), 1 = τ˜ = −α. (3.4)(˜f) and (6.3.5) give Ψ˜2+2Λ = τ˜ (α˜− β− τ) =
2τ˜ α˜ = 2α˜.
The Frobenius coordinates (v, w, z, f), together with the metric components of (6.3.4) with (6.3.17),
provide one approach to studying Ricci-aligned α-geometries. Another approach will be considered elsewhere
in the context of characterizing neutral geometries (M, g) with algebraically special SD Weyl curvature.
Appendix
For convenience, I quote here some formulae cited on several occasions in the text which are derived
exactly as in [22], §§4.6 and 4.9, see also [17], Appendix Two. As already noted, my sign conventions for
curvature coincide with those of [22] (see [17], Appendix One, for a full account) except my Ricci curvature
is the negative of theirs; I accommodate this one difference by retaining their definitions of ΦABA′B′ and Λ
and inserting appropriate negative signs in [22], (4.6.20–23), to obtain:
Rab = 2ΦABA′B′ − 6ΛǫABǫA′B′ = 2Φab − 6Λgab, (A.1)
whence
R = −24Λ 2Φab = Rab − R
4
gab. (A.2)
Thus, 2Φab = Eab is the tensor often referred to as the Einstein tensor (at least in a non-GR context).
The only modifications needed to carry over [22], §§4.6 & 4.9, to the neutral-signature context are the
obvious ones of replacing complex conjugation by tilde and taking into account the different Hodge star
operator. In particular, one has exactly the same definitions of the curvature spinors and
△ab := 2∇[a∇b] = ǫA′B′ AB + ǫAB A′B′ , (A.3)
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where
AB := ∇X′(A∇B)X
′
A′B′ := ∇X(A′∇B′)X . (A.4)
Hence
∇BA′∇BB′ = A′B′ +
1
2
ǫA′B′ ∇AB′∇B
′
B = AB +
1
2
ǫAB , (A.5)
where [22] (2.5.24) has been used to express the skew part.
The spinor Ricci identities for arbitrary spinors κA and τA′ are:
ABκC = ΨABCEκ
E − Λ(κAǫBC + ǫACκB) ABτC′ = ΦABC′E′τE
′
(A.6)
A′B′τC′ = Ψ˜A′B′C′E′τ
E′ − Λ(τA′ǫB′C′ + ǫA′C′τB′) A′B′κC = ΦA′B′CEκE
The algebraic Bianchi equation is equivalent to
∇AB′ΨABCD = ∇A
′
(BΦCD)A′B′ ∇A
′
B Ψ˜A′B′C′D′ = ∇A(B′ΦC′D′)AB
(A.7)
∇CA′ΦCDA′B′ = −3∇DB′Λ
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